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Abstract 
The banking sector is experiencing the rise of several new types of innovations and trends. For 
instance, increased use of Artificial Intelligence (AI) to streamline day-to-day activities. These trends 
are, e.g., influenced by an increased frequency of cyber attacks, the emergence of newly proposed 
regulations such as DORA and the AI Act, and the improving computational capabilities of AI-driven 
systems. The full impact these trends will have on the sector is yet to be realized. The sector is diverse 
and deeply integrated within society, meaning that it is critical to understand how actors mitigate 
the risks associated with the implementation of AI. This study analyzes how organizations can 
mitigate the risks involved with this implementation and how it affects the risk management process. 
To examine the implementation of AI in the banking sector, the study conducted semi-structured 
interviews with twelve respondents with expertise in AI, security, or the banking sector. The study 
used two theoretical frameworks to analyze the data. The first framework, the Dynamic Risk 
Management Framework, was used to analyze changes in the risk management process based on its 
unique position within society. The second framework, the Multi-Level Perspective, gave the study a 
holistic understanding of the impact of AI as a driver of a socio-technical shift.  
  
The results show that the implementation of AI leads to a set of new risks. These risks are primarily 
organizational and regulatory and will lead to a revision in how actors classify risks. The constant 
evolution of AI also means that products must be reviewed periodically, changing how actors view 
the risk management process. Additionally, the results identify a lack of knowledge regarding both 
AI and security within the sector. Consequently, the organization will have to change its structure to 
accommodate interactions between different competencies. To succeed in implementing AI, meet the 
regulatory demands and mitigate unintended bias when developing AI, the study concludes that 
these competencies must create a shared terminology to communicate efficiently. In conclusion, the 
study contributes to a growing field regarding business applications of AI by creating a holistic 
understanding of aspects impacting the risk management process in banking. The findings result in 
a series of recommended actions for organizations that aim to implement AI in their businesses. 
Further research is recommended to understand the long-term effects of these actions. Future in-
depth analyses could validate the results of this study and further investigate the development of AI 
as a business tool.  
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Sammanfattning 
Banksektorn upplever en uppåtgående trend när det kommer till användandet av innovation. Ett 
exempel på detta är användningen av artificiell intelligens (AI) för att effektivisera bankens dagliga 
aktiviteter. Denna trend beror på flertalet olika faktorer, bland annat den ökade frekvensen av 
cyberattacker mot bankaktörer, de nya föreslagna förordningarna DORA och AI Act, och att AI-drivna 
systems kapacitet förbättras. Däremot har inte effekten av AI på sektorn ännu realiserats till fullo. 
Banksektorn har en unik position i samhället och dess aktörer har många olika utmaningar, vilket 
innebär att det är avgörande att förstå hur aktörerna hanterar de risker som uppstår i samband med 
implementeringen av AI. Denna studie analyserar hur organisationer kan minska riskerna med 
denna implementering och hur AI påverkar riskhanteringsprocessen. För att undersöka 
implementeringen har studien genomfört semistrukturerade intervjuer med tolv intervjuobjekt med 
expertis inom AI, säkerhet eller banksektorn. För att analysera den framtagna datan har studien 
använt två teoretiska ramverk. Det första ramverket, som kallas Dynamic Risk Management 
Framework, användes för att analysera förändringar i riskhanteringsprocessen med tanke på 
banksektorns unika position i samhället. Det andra ramverket, som kallas Multi-Level Perspective, 
undersökte AI som en drivkraft mot ett sociotekniskt skifte och gav därmed studien en helhetsbild 
av effekten av AI. 
  
Resultaten visar att implementeringen av AI leder till en rad nya risker. Dessa risker är i första hand 
organisatoriska och regulatoriska. Då dessa är relativt nya, måste organisationer se över hur de 
klassificerar risker. AI utvecklas kontinuerligt, vilket innebär att produkterna och deras effekt måste 
ses över regelbundet. Dessutom identifierar resultaten en brist på kunskap om både AI och säkerhet 
inom banksektorn. För att tillgodose nya kompetenser och underlätta interaktionerna mot 
existerande kompetenser kommer organisationer behöva struktureras om. Studien drar slutsatsen 
att en lyckad AI implementering, där de regulatoriska kraven möts och utveckling av AI är fri från 
oavsiktliga fördomar och diskriminering, kräver en rad förändringar. Organisationen måste kunna 
kommunicera effektivt, vilket kräver att alla pratar samma språk och använder samma terminologi. 
Sammanfattningsvis bidrar studien till ett växande akademiskt område gällande affärstillämpningar 
av AI genom att skapa en helhetsbild över vilka aspekter som påverkar riskhanteringsprocessen 
inom bankverksamhet. Denna summering har resulterat i en rad åtgärder verksamheter som strävar 
efter att implementera AI rekommenderas att ta. Framtida studier rekommenderas däremot att 
undersöka de långsiktiga effekterna av dessa åtgärder. Genom att utföra djupgående analyser kan 
framtida studier inte bara validera denna studies resultat, de kan också förbättra förståelsen för hur 
AI som ett affärsverktyg kan komma att utvecklas. 
 
Nyckelord 
AI, Banksektorn, Multi-Level Perspective, Riskhantering, Cybersäkerhet 
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1. Introduction

In this chapter, the study is introduced. First, background to the study is provided
followed by the problem formulation, the purpose of the study and the research
questions. The chapter concludes with a presentation of the study’s delimitations.

1.1 Background

Defining what can be described as a bank demands a multifaceted answer. Banks
are described as providing and maintaining financial services, which is also true for
financial institutions and credit institutions. In essence, the services of banks can be
categorized in several ways, but their three most critical services, from a historical
perspective, have been deposits, lending, and payment intermediation (Johansson
2006). Although, the introduction of the Internet brought disruptive changes to
the industry (King 2014). It is now experiencing a technological transition, fueled
by the digitization of services (Niemand et al. 2021). In Europe, this transition is
pioneered by the Scandinavian countries but services are automated globally. Banks
are forced to rely more on Information Technology (IT) and Financial Technology
(FinTech) actors as providers of their technical solutions (Jaksic and Marinc 2019).

In 2018, the four largest banks in Sweden equated to 70% of the banking sector
(Copenhagen Economics 2019). These banks can, however, expect competition
from disputing actors. New actors lack the challenges of transitioning ine�cient
legacy systems that established actors have. They can also seize market share by
positioning themselves in niche markets (Hawes and Chitra 2016). Studies also
show that customers expect to receive more from the banks’ services, leading to
increased complexity. In a US study from 2014, 94% of the millennial generation,
which accounts for 25% of the population in the country, is described as active users
of online banking (Nava, Karp, and Nash-Stacey 2014). In Sweden, the average
consumer is described as having a high online financial literacy, as 70% of the
population has used online banking monthly in 2015 (Björn 2018).

The pressure is high on both established and new actors in the banking sector to
enable a digital transition. Major changes in the banking sector a↵ect a large share
of society and the way people access financial services and their capital (Larsson
et al. 2018). Digitizing and automating financial services that the population relies
on ultimately leads to a reliance on processes and technologies that require a vast
collection of data (Aitken et al. 2020). Meaning that trust is critical for adoption
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The Impact of AI on Banks’ Risk Management Approach 1.1

(Björn 2018). Considering that Sweden is described as having a strong culture
focused on innovation, the future of the banking sector will most likely be shaped
by further transformation. One event that can potentially a↵ect the sector is the
introduction of Artificial Intelligence (AI) (van der Zande 2018).

The term Artificial Intelligence was coined in the 1950s by John McCarthy,
Marvin L. Minsky, Nathaniel Rochester, and Claude Shannon and was created to
describe the idea that learning and other aspects of intelligence could in theory
be simulated by a machine (Dick 2019). Although, the fundamental goals and
visions of the field were established by Alan Turing, as he asked the key question
“can a machine think?” (Turing and Haugeland 1950). With years of research,
the definition of AI has evolved. It is realized that the pure intelligence of the
machine is not enough to define AI and a popular belief is that AI driven machines
and programs should not just demonstrate human-like intelligence, but human-like
behavior as well (Joshi 2020). AI as a field of computer science is diverse, but
Norvig and Russel (2013) have summarized it into four approaches, which have
had a historic impact on the field. These approaches are 1) Thinking Humanly, 2)
Thinking Rationally 3) Acting Humanly, and lastly 4) Acting Rationally. Thinking
Humanly means modeling AI concerning human thinking processes, while Acting
Humanly concerns the actions and outcomes of the human thinking process.
Thinking Rationally models AI as a logical process, drawing conclusions based on
symbolic or predefined logic. Lastly, Acting Rationally means modeling a system
that perceives and acts a certain way within a predetermined environment.

AI can be divided into four types, these being: Type I: reactive machines, Type
II: limited memory, Type III: theory of mind, and lastly, Type IV: self-awareness,
in which the complexity of the system increases with each type (Hintze 2016).
The first type of AI, reactive machines, is the simplest. Nilsson (1998) defines
Type I AI as a system of agents with a predetermined set of features that are
provided descriptions of their environment. h a predetermined set of features that
are provided descriptions of their environment. Type I of AI is limited to present
actions and cannot learn from past experiences to make an informed decision and
can only operate by performing a single, specified assignment (Yarlagadda 2018).
Type II of AI, limited memory, adds complexity to the system by allowing the agent
to use past experiences and historical data to make decisions. This is currently the
most common type of AI and can be found in chatbots, virtual assistants as well as
self-driving vehicles (Hintze 2016; Hassani et al. 2020).

Type III of AI refers to the idea that to incorporate AI into a human environment,
the system needs to develop social cognition, to identify and act on the mental
and emotional state of humans (Cuzzolin et al. 2020). Type III AI can make
decisions based on their understanding of the mind, acknowledging its complexity
to better understand humans (Adami 2015). The final and most complex stage
of AI, self-awareness, can be viewed as the fundamental goal of AI that Alan
Turing developed (Turing and Haugeland 1950). Self-awareness is viewed as an
extension of the previous type, theory of mind, to machines’ ability to create an
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understanding of themselves (Hintze 2016). To summarize this hypothetical stage
of AI, its ambition is to create systems that are reasonably comparable to their
human counterpart (Hassani et al. 2020).

During the past decade, the use of AI services has drastically increased within the
banking sector, leading to increased e�ciency and customer experience (Donepudi
2017). Donepudi claims that the banking service industry has gone through
a paradigm shift thanks to AI and one of its main building blocks, Machine
Learning (ML). Banks today use AI to improve or automate many key processes
such as anti-money laundering (AML) and fraud pattern detection, automation
of personalized banking, automation of document visualization and processing,
customer recommendations and advisory, risk management, know your customer and
chatbots (Donepudi 2017; Kaya et al. 2019). Zinisha, Ivanenko and Avdeeva (2019)
state that using robots could result in up to 87% cost savings in comparison to hiring
full-time or freelance employees, insinuating that banks will continue to invest in AI
in a quest to achieve maximal e�ciency without compromising customer experience.

Implementing new technology will always come with new risks. AI is often
used to handle sensitive information and is a common target for organizations
either trying to steal people’s private information or launch large-scale network
attacks (Li and Zhang 2017). Li and Zhang explain that AI is nothing more than
a technological tool, and the way the tool is being used dictates whether it is good
or not. Just as AI can be used to aid in processes, it could be used to harm.
Therefore, abuse of the technology could be seen as a security threat, with an
example being AI-driven cyber attacks. Furthermore, AI at its current state has
not been perfected and many systems still have security holes to be patched. These
technical defects have in worse case scenarios led to death, when AI driven robots
have attacked factory workers (Li and Zhang 2017; Yampolskiy and Spellchecker
2016). A less ferocious but still disastrous incident caused by an AI defect was
when an AI driven stock trading bot caused a trillion dollar flash crash on the
stock market (Yampolskiy and Spellchecker 2016). In addition to technology abuse
and technological defects, the possibility of AI with self-aware intelligence poses a
security threat.

Besides cybersecurity-based complications associated with AI, there are ethical
and legal risks in regards to AI security (Khisamova, Begishev, and Sidorenko
2019). When developing AI systems, a common challenge is regarding data
ethics, where ML is used to train the AI system and enormous amounts of
data is being processed. The challenge is to use maximum amounts of data
with minimum risks. The next challenge regarding data ethics would then be
regarding the decision-making based on generalized data. A typical example being
whether a self-driving car should prioritize the safety of the driver or a pedestrian,
this could also lead to legal issues. If the self-driving car hits a pedestrian,
who is to blame? Legal issues could also occur when training the AI system, as
a lot of personal data that would be needed might be classified (Jaremko et al. 2019).
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The introduction of a new technology always involves new risks (Samimi
2020). Identifying potential risks is just the tip of the iceberg, the risks have to be
analyzed, assessed, treated, controlled and monitored. The components that define
risk are a potential for loss, an uncertainty of the eventual outcome and the presence
of a choice or decision required to be made (Alberts and Dorofee 2010). To combat
risks, based on this definition, Alberts and Dorofee believe that a risk management
approach should consist of three phases; preparing for risk management, performing
risk management activities and sustaining and improving risk management. The
first two phases may seem obvious. However, it is important to acknowledge that
risk management has to be sustained and that it is a never ending task (Alberts
and Dorofee 2010; Bandyopadhyay, P. Mykytyn, and K. Mykytyn 1999). The
expected results of continuous risk management include prevention of problems,
improvement of product quality, better use of resources and improved teamwork
(Dorofee et al. 1996).

When viewing IT systems, including AI, a specific risk management methodology
suited for software has to be used according to Katsumata, Hemenway, and
Gavins (2010). When looking at risk management of IT systems from a security
perspective, it could be divided into three phases similar to Alberts’ and Dorofee’s.
However, the phases are called risk management planning, risk assessment and risk
mitigation. These phases could further be divided into steps consisting of both
qualitative and quantitative processes. Although risk mitigation could seem very
simple, with activities such as strengthening passwords being common, the risk
assessment that has taken place prior is usually complex. Risk management is also
recommended to be an integrated part of the project management framework that
is used when implementing a new IT solution (Alhawari et al. 2012).

1.2 Problem Formulation

Incorporating AI into a business model to manage information is still an emerging
field. Consequently, the field of cybersecurity related to business applications of AI
is relatively unexplored (Sarker, Furhad, and Nowrozy 2021). Chan et al. (2019)
reviewed the current research field, and concluded that AI could allow businesses
to keep their data secure from innovative hackers. However, they identified several
challenges related to the anomaly detection systems used when implementing AI
to combat cybersecurity concerns. These included a lack of human interaction and
interpretation and potential loopholes to be exploited. Liu and Murphy (2020)
raised similar concerns, but adds that AI solutions could have an impact on a
societal level. They argue that besides cybersecurity risks, there are for instance
organizational and regulatory risks. The authors conclude that the impact of
AI should be analyzed by addressing all relevant perspectives, which they call
a multifaceted approach. Liu and Murphy argue that this approach is required
for business managers to create guidelines on how to implement AI systems
securely as well as educate their organization. Frank Geels (2012) has created a
similar framework called the Multi-Level perspective (MLP). MLP is a theoretical
framework for incorporating a wider set of factors to understand the impact of
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innovation. This approach allows the user to assess the interactions at three
analytical levels, these being niche level, socio-technical regime level and lastly an
exogenous socio-technical landscape level.

The phenomenon that is being studied in this thesis is the implementation of
AI within the banking sector. More specifically, the thesis focuses on risks the
implementation poses from a multitude of di↵erent perspectives. The study
will focus on how actors within the sector manage these risks. The lack of a
comprehensive understanding of how this phenomenon could a↵ect the banking
sector in the current literature has been identified, and is the research gap this
study intends to investigate. Implementing AI solutions in banking could introduce
both improvements and new threats (Taddeo, McCutcheon, and Floridi 2019).
While AI’s role as a tool to combat cyber threats in the banking sector is becoming
increasingly prominent, as stated by Soni (2019), the phenomenon of understanding
the risks AI itself poses is unexplored (Sarker, Furhad, and Nowrozy 2021). To fully
comprehend how AI a↵ects organizations and their risk management processes,
there is a need to screen the full horizon of risks, not only those related to
cybersecurity. The Dynamic Risk Management Framework (DRMF) by Paltrinieri
et al. (2014) is a tool for analyzing the evolution of the risk management process
within the organization. Utilizing this type of tool allows the study to understand
the e↵ects of AI regarding how organizations manage risks.

The significance of the studied phenomenon is more evident than ever. Cybersecurity
is becoming an important aspect of any business model, as global spending increased
by 64% between 2015 and 2020 (Statista 2020). It has been shown that there is
a direct positive correlation between cybersecurity awareness and a firm’s market
value, indicating its importance (Berkman et al. 2018). Investigating the risks
associated with AI will provide the field with further knowledge from a managerial
perspective. The increasing significance of AI in cybersecurity means that it will be
critical to investigate all aspects of the phenomenon, which could be achieved by
having a MLP. To fully adopt a MLP means acknowledging the accompanying risks
of AI besides those related to cybersecurity, such as organizational and regulatory
risks. Seeing as the current literature is proven to lack deeper analysis in regards
to the e↵ects of AI, this study proposes an analysis of how risk management in the
banking sector will change due to the introduction of AI.

1.3 Purpose

The purpose of this study is to investigate the various aspects of how AI
implementation changes risk management in the banking sector using a MLP,
acknowledging the impact of various solutions on di↵erent levels. Additionally, the
study intends to analyze risk management of AI using the DRMF. The purpose
of using the DRMF is because it will allow the study to understand not only how
risk management is currently executed in practice, but also how AI will change
these practices. Hence, the study will be reviewing the field from an industrial
perspective, to understand the impact of the phenomenon on di↵erent analytical
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levels and across the sector.

The study aims to fill the gap in the current literature regarding security
aspects of AI in the banking sector by examining the current risk management and
AI implementation processes. Following, the study aims to develop a framework
solution for managers in regards to risk management of AI. The result of the study
aims to deepen the knowledge within the current field and act as a guiding tool for
organizations implementing AI in their business model. This will be achieved by
discussing the dynamic relationship of risk management processes in the sector at
di↵erent levels of the MLP framework.

1.4 Research Question

Based on the formulated problem and the purpose of the study, the following research
questions will be answered:

• How can organizations in the banking sector mitigate the risks involved with
AI solutions in accordance with the Dynamic Risk Management Framework?

• How does the implementation of AI impact risk management in banking from
a Multi-Level Perspective?

1.5 Delimitation

The study aims to examine how the implementation of AI solutions in the banking
sector impacts the risk management approach from a MLP and analyze the risk
management of AI according to the DRMF. More specifically, di↵erent security risks
concerning AI-driven systems in banking are identified and the processes involved in
mitigating the risks associated with those systems. The study uses a qualitative
research approach, where the primary data is gathered through semi-structured
interviews. The interviews are held in Swedish and the interviewees represent
organizations active in Sweden. The secondary sources consist of academic articles
and books as well as articles published by European authorities. Furthermore,
since the primary sources of the study are limited to representatives of Swedish
organizations, it only considers laws and regulations applicable in Sweden. The
analysis of the primary and secondary sources is done in regards to the two
theoretical frameworks, MLP and DRMF, to answer the research questions of the
study. The study is intended to answer the research questions mainly from an
industrial perspective, although the functional and individual perspectives are not
excluded. Lastly, the study takes place between January and June of 2022 with the
interviews being held in March and April of 2022.
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2. Literature Review

In this chapter, the current literature within the studied field is reviewed. The chapter
begins by providing a broad perspective on both current and historical transformations
within the banking sector. Following, the fields of cybersecurity, risk management
and AI are reviewed, primarily in the context of the banking sector. The review
concludes by exploring studies that are closely associated with the field of study, risk
management of AI in the banking sector.

2.1 Transformation of the Banking Sector

As a result of the overall digitalization of society, the term FinTech was
conceptualized. Similarly to the terms BioTech and EdTech, FinTech describes the
bundle of technologies used within an industry, which in our case is the financial
industry, including banking (Alt, Beck, and Smits 2018). Although technology
has been used within banking since the 1990s and was referred to as “Banking
IT”, it was not until the financial crisis in 2008 the technological change in the
banking sector sped up, and from the ashes of the crisis the term FinTech emerged
(Alt, Beck, and Smits 2018; Arner, Barberis, and Buckley 2015; Gomber et al. 2018).

Alt, Beck and Smits (2018) categorize the nature of organizations in the
financial sector, including banks, into three levels; Internal organization, Network
organization and External organization. On an internal level, as a result of
emerging FinTech firms disrupting the banking sector, banks are shifting their
business orientation from product-centric to customer-centric (Gomber et al. 2018;
Marjanovic and Murthy 2016; Siek and Sutanto 2019). The availability of new
technologies has further impacted banking on an internal level. Alt, Beck and
Smits explain that technology is now being preferred in customer interaction,
with a shift from o✏ine to online and multi-channel interaction, and handling of
core competencies, where the distribution channels of products and services have
changed to online platforms. Furthermore, the development and architecture of
banks’ IT systems have changed from in-house developed, monolithic systems, to
externally developed systems, based on a modular structure that integrates, while
more and more processes have become automated. Banks are also changing their
business models to become more entrepreneurial, and recently a positive correlation
has been confirmed between financial performance and level of entrepreneurial
orientation within banking (Niemand et al. 2021).
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On a network level, banks are experiencing a loss in market share due to the
many FinTech actors that have entered the scene, resulting in the banking sector
becoming the sector most active in establishing partnerships with FinTech actors
(Davies et al. 2016). Furthermore, Alt, Beck and Smits (2018) list customer
retention, type of competitors and network structure as other aspects that banks
have changed their approach towards in recent times, all being linked to the number
of new actors in the financial industry. Also, banks find themselves being part of
networks they weren’t involved with before. The general digitalization of society,
which FinTech is a part of, has led to the development of a sharing economy where
financial institutions such as banks play a major role in and while experiencing new
competition (Uzunca, Rigtering, and Ozcan 2018; Qiao, Chen, and Xia 2018).

On an external level, many regulatory changes have a↵ected the financial
industry, including banking, since the financial crisis in 2008 (Arner, Barberis,
and Buckey 2016). The underlying source of these changes is the emergence of
regulatory technology (RegTech) which refers to the use of technology in regard
to regulatory monitoring, reporting and compliance. The results are more strict
regulations and harsher penalties. Furthermore, since it is highly believed that
one of the main factors for the financial crisis was inadequate supervision of
financial institutions, more resources are now being placed on supervisory e↵orts
by governments (Harnay and Scialom 2016). The business models of banks have
also changed from an external perspective, with banks switching over to online and
mobile services (Alt, Beck, and Smits 2018; Davies et al. 2016).

Industries in general have since the turn of the millennium shifted many of
their services to take place online and one of the leading sectors in adopting the
Internet and mobile services is the banking sector (Laukkanen 2005). Online banking
was created, including processes such as account transfer, property evaluation,
insurance procurement, stock trading and loan and mortgage application (Yiu,
Grant, and Edgar 2007). The incentives for the adoption of online banking most
often come from the top management of the bank, and very seldom from the
customers (Aladwani 2001). This is reflected by the most common drivers for online
banking, which are: strengthen the competitive position, meet consumer demands,
create new markets, improve the image of the bank and reduce costs.

Some of the most prominent types of online banking solutions are those under the
category mobile banking. With these types of solutions, completely new products
and services can be created, contrary to earlier online banking solutions that only
o↵ered e�ciency and simplification to existing products and services (Choudrie
et al. 2018). The facilitator that made mobile banking possible was the smartphone,
and the results include both e�ciency and improvement of current practices as
well as opportunities to reach new customers and gain market share through the
creation of the practices. However, for mobile banking solutions to be successful,
they have to comply with the technical, usability, design and security requirements
set by the customer (Pousttchi and Schurig 2004). The requirements could be used
to assess existing and proposed mobile banking solutions and applications. The
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list of requirements presented by Pousttchi and Schurig could be explained in the
following fashion:

• Technical requirements: A mobile banking solution should be accessible
through multiple devices and adapt accordingly to the device it is used on.
Furthermore, the choice of network operator should not a↵ect the usability of
the solution while the amount of transmitted data should be minimized.

• Usability requirements: Mobile banking applications are required to not be
a↵ected by temporary disruptions, meaning that a user should be able to use
the application o✏ine. Also, resumption of usage should be easy in case of
disruption, without having to start over a process or having to endure lengthy
log-in procedures. The data input process and data accessibility should be
streamlined and uncomplicated.

• Design requirements: The user should be able to personalize the interface
to some extent to organize and show relevant data and information. The
application should be scalable in the fashion that the user should be able to
access extensive data if needed as well as a wide range of complete functions
similar to conventional electronic banking. The application should also o↵er
the possibility to receive notifications.

• Security requirements: A customer requirement is that the transmission of
data must be encrypted. Also, there has to be an authorization mechanism for
accessing the application and that process has to be simple and user-friendly.

The digitalization of the banking sector in the invention of mobile banking has
resulted in a groundbreaking innovation called electronic identification (e-ID), which
is used by banks to authenticate customers that are trying to access financial
services (Eaton, Hedman, and Medaglia 2018). In Sweden, banks and other
financial institutions were initially using their own, in-house developed, e-ID systems.
However, the e-ID provider BankID gained a lot of market share and in the
early 2010s BankID launched its mobile app which overthrew the competition,
forcing organizations to use their services. The availability and utilization of
e-ID solutions have further facilitated disruptive innovations with maybe the most
significant one being mobile, real-time payments. In Sweden, the mobile payment
service Swish revolutionized the payment market by leveraging the services of
a clearing organization named Bankgirot and o↵ering the possibility to perform
person-to-person transactions online in a matter of seconds (Boel 2019).

2.2 Cybersecurity and Banking

The term cybersecurity has many di↵erent definitions but could be summarized
as the field of computer systems and data protection, both in hardware and
software, as well as protection from misleading guidance that is provided by digital
and physical services (Jibril et al. 2020). Craigen, Diakun-Thibault and Purse
(2014) propose the following definition: “Cybersecurity is the organization and
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collection of resources, processes, and structures used to protect cyberspace and
cyberspace-enabled systems from occurrences that misalign de jure from de facto
property rights”. The field is becoming increasingly important as more aspects of
society become digital. This rapid digitalization has resulted in a knowledge gap
within cybersecurity, meaning that a large part of society has limited knowledge of
how a↵ected they are by cyber threats and the importance of cybersecurity (Singer
and Friedman 2014). For many aspects of society, such as the financial sector,
cyber attacks are becoming not only more frequent but also more sophisticated and
severe (Dupont 2019).

In a US cybersecurity survey from 2014, 154 institutions reported on aspects
of their cybersecurity programs, intending to understand the financial sectors’
e↵orts to proactively prevent cyber threats. The survey concluded that a primary
concern for actors was the increased sophistication of cyber threats, along with the
introduction of new technologies that could render their current approaches less
e↵ective (New York State Department of Financial Services 2014). IBM (2021)
concluded in their report from 2021 that the financial and insurance sector was the
most targeted by cyber attacks, mainly through ransomware. Based on the banking
sector evolving into a more tech-focused industry, Hollis (2007) suggests that the
sector will be confronted by more types of cyber threats that are common to the
tech industry.

Consequently, there is a need within the sector to raise awareness of these types
of threats, and strategies to counter them (Pendley 2018). However, developing
appropriate responses to combat the cyber threat and investing in cybersecurity
has its risks due to the uncertainty of the current field, ethical liabilities, and an
unstable market (Gutiérrez Ponce, Chamizo González, and Al-Mohareb 2021). de
Bruijn and Janssen (2017) propose a multifaceted answer regarding why society
struggles to consider cyber threats appropriately. First, the authors detail the
limited visibility, when a cybersecurity breach is occurring, it is not felt like a
physical event. Seeing as a financial institution lacks incentives to explain the
damages it could cause, due to potential damages to its public trust, these attacks
can easily become invisible. de Bruijn and Janssen (2017) also propose that the
complex socio-technical dependence of Information Communications Technology
(ICT) leads to most people not understanding the scope of potential cyber threats.

Carr (2016) explores this complexity by discussing the accountability of both
the private and public sectors concerning cybersecurity. The relationship between
these two actors is considered flawed, especially when the infrastructure that is
considered vulnerable from a national security perspective is privately owned. The
study describes a scenario in which neither party fully acknowledge accountability
for managing cyber threats and presents a need for a more transparent partnership.
Another aspect of the field’s complexity is the existence of both external and
internal threats. External threats of cybersecurity against the banking sector
and financial sector come from a diverse set of both state and non-state actors
(Spidalieri and Kern 2014). The objective of these actors could be to steal capital
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or information as well as limit the progress of an actor by introducing malware
and causing disruptions (FireEye 2014; Bahree 2016). The internal threats against
cybersecurity are described by Chabinsky (2010) as originating from corporate
spies or rogue employees for instance. However, the banking sector’s increased use
of technology also leads to it becoming an internal threat (K. Najaf, Mostafiz, and
R. Najaf 2021).

A major aspect of combating both internal and external threats is to continuously
develop the security processes. Presently, the process of information security can
be summarized into a series of standards called the ISO 27000-series, issued in
2009 (Schweizerische 2013). The standards refer to the “Plan-Do-Check-Act”
cycle, in which the process of orientating the current security plans is highlighted.
Additionally, the planning of operations should be integrated into this continuous
process to ensure that the plan is always compliant (ISO 27000 2009). However,
the rapid expansion of cyber threats has led the European Union (EU) to develop
legislation called The E.U.’s Digital Operational Resilience Act (DORA). The
purpose of DORA is to create a comprehensive framework for the financial sector in
the EU regarding how to manage the risks associated with digital operations within
the sector. It also details the application of technologies within the financial sector
and would allow for easier oversight into critical technology providers (Scott 2021).

Besides the need for regulatory tools such as the DORA legislation, Magnusson
(2018) states that there is a need for a re-conceptualization of financial regulation
that understands the fundamental role technology now plays within the sector.
RegTech, as defined by Arner, Barberis, and Buckley (2016), allows for short-term
benefits such as risk and control convergence but also long-term benefits in the form
of improved regulatory reporting and governance (Ivanoski et al. 2017). However,
the use of RegTech creates a more data-intensive process for the banking sector,
which leads the sector to be more prone to cyber threats and increases the necessity
for cybersecurity (Arner, Barberis, and Buckey 2016).

Another area within the banking sector that is increasingly in need of cybersecurity
is related to the concept of Open Banking. The concept can be defined as a type
of financial ecosystem. It is characterized by its consumer-friendly interaction
methods, allowing more choices for the consumer and making it easier for new
actors to enter the financial system (Laplante and Kshetri 2021). The EU
Payment Services Directive 2 (PSD2), which was enforced in 2018, is what
partly fuels the Open Banking ecosystem. The directive enables consumers to
manage their bank applications, such as paying bills and making peer-to-peer
transfers using third-party providers. Banks are required by the directive to allow
these providers access to bank customer accounts to create financial services based
on the bank’s data (Council of the European Union and European Parliament 2015).

Open Banking has thus increased the risks of cyber threats by migrating the
banks’ data to an open environment. Mani (2019) has identified three areas in
cybersecurity with risks associated with Open Banking. These areas of risk are
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called Professional threats, Real-time threats, and API security risks. The first risk
is that cyber threats are becoming more standardized and professional, meaning
that it is easier for malicious actors to copy previous attacks. Secondly, consumer
banking’s evolution into a seamless experience with real-time transactions makes
it more di�cult to e�ciently prevent all fraud attempts and other cyber attacks
before any damage has been done.

Lastly, the APIs that banks have to provide to third-party providers following the
EU’s directive are becoming a critical component of many businesses, meaning
that a large part of the banks’ information and data systems rely on them to
be secure. In a study regarding the key challenges of Open Banking related to
cybersecurity, actors within the bank sector stated the need for a strong and reliable
authentication method that could be used and trusted by all relevant parties. The
actors also emphasized the need for better responses to general cyber threats and
highlighted the lack of extensive data analysis tools. Lastly, the study concluded
that the banking sector struggled with balancing the various trade-o↵s regarding
user privacy and cybersecurity (Fischer-Hübner et al. 2021).

2.3 Risk Management and Banking

Facing risks is inevitable in banking and how an organization approaches the risks
it faces could have a major impact on its success (Sheedy and Lubojanski 2018).
This applies down to an individual level, where organizations with employees
possessing low risk tolerance experience better practices and performance. To
understand how to combat risks in banking, it is important to identify and classify
the di↵erent risks involved. There are many ways to classify risks in banking, Zégha
and El Aoun (2016) approach the classification from a holistic perspective, not
specifying the intricacies of the risks but rather introducing a framework for how
to approach the management of risks in general depending on their characteristics.
The authors divide risks into the categories of systemic, systematic and specific
risks and thereafter explain how to combat risks within each category. However,
there are many opinions regarding this approach. Deltuvaitė (2012) argues for
the importance of systematic risk management in banking, as banks are such
powerful entities in our society a banking crisis could result in a worldwide financial
crisis, having major e↵ects on other sectors. Lö✏er and Raupach (2018) bring up
examples in which combating systemic risks have a negative correlation with the
prevention of systematic risks. Meanwhile, Kubitza and Grundl (2016) claim that
some of the measurements used by regulators and policymakers in regard to the
management of systemic risks are deficient, one of which was adopted in the study
made by Lö✏er and Raupach.

There is a less abstract and more factual classification of risks in banking
that is widely accepted by the literature, in which the di↵erence between financial
and non-financial risks is acknowledged (Kanchu and Kumar 2013; Syed Shah
2019). A similar model is presented by Meshkova, Wawrzyniak and Wójcik-Mazur
(2018), where the term operational risks is being used in place of non-financial risks
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rather than a subcategory. This term is used similarly by Allan et al. (1998), who
categorize the risks di↵erently than others but with the same content and underlying
approach. Vyas and Singh (2011) follow the more common categorization but
further breaks down financial risks into two categories: transaction risks and
liquidity risks. Whatever source or model one prefers to follow, there is a distinct
di↵erence between financial and non-financial risks and both could be broken down
to further subcategories and sub-subcategories (Leo, Sharma, and Maddulety 2019).

There are general risk management principles that apply for all subcategories
and specific principles and methodology directed towards each of them, broken
down to case-to-case level (Meshkova, Wawrzyniak, and Wójcik-Mazur 2018).
In the introductory chapter, the general three-step process of preparing for risk
management, performing risk management activities and sustaining and improving
risk management by Alberts and Dorofee (2010) was introduced. The structure
of a pre-risk management phase, an intra-risk management phase and a post-risk
management phase is common among risk management methodologies in the
banking sector. Meshkova, Wawrzyniak and Wójcik-Mazur use a similar process
outline but with four steps: risk identification, risk measurement, risk control and
monitoring and control. Risk control refers to the act of managing, mitigating and
controlling the risks while monitor and control refers to the continuous processes
that need to take place once actions have already been taken. The general
actions that banks need to take include creating and following standards, reports,
rules, investment guidelines, position limits, strategies, incentive contracts and
compensation (Vyas and S. Singh 2011).

Leo, Sharma, and Maddulety (2019) identify that the three most prominent
and complex subcategories of risks, which according to them contain at least five
further subcategories, are credit risk, market risk and operational risk. Kupper
(2000) has also identified the same three risks to be the main risks in banking.

• Credit risks are risks related to the bank’s customers potentially not being
able to pay back their debt, such as loans and mortgages (Allan et al. 1998).
To successfully mitigate these risks, a bank has to be able to correctly balance
so-called expected and unexpected losses. In addition to correctly estimating
the financial loss, banks use specific scientifically based models to mitigate
risks when granting loans (Kanchu and Kumar 2013).

• Market risks are risks associated with the securities and derivatives a bank is
engaged in (Allan et al. 1998), and therefore are based on factors connected
to a market that are often very di�cult to influence, such as market indices,
exchange rates and interest rates (Kanchu and Kumar 2013; Vyas and S. Singh
2011). They could be defined as the potential losses associated with market
fluctuation (Raghavan 2003). To mitigate market risks, two common kinds of
methodology are constantly being used by banks: Value-at-Risk models and
scenario analysis including stress testing (Mirković, Dašić, and Siljković 2013).

• Operational risks include losses associated with internal processes, people or
systems as well as external events (Syed Shah 2019). Operational risks could be
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categorized into multiple sub-categories with di↵erent characteristics, making
operational risk management very specific depending on the risk. However,
a general action that would mitigate operational risks is the application of
proper corporate governance practices (Kanchu and Kumar 2013).

Electronic banking, often used interchangeably with the term Internet banking, has
taken the banking sector by storm, resulting in banks improving their processes and
becoming more cost and time-e�cient (Solanki 2012). This growing phenomenon
requires its own risk management approach as innovations and technologies have
brought new forms of risks to the surface. Risks associated with Electronic Banking
are categorized by Zarei (2011). This categorization complies with a categorization
made by Solanki, except Solanki also lists the categories system architecture and
design risk and other risks but does not mention traditional risks or cross border
risks, however they would in Solanki’s categorizations fall under the category other
risks. A common categorization that complies with both of their views could be
expressed in the following way:

• Operational risks

• Security risks

• Reputational risks

• Legal and ethical risks

• Money laundering risks

• Strategic risks

• Other risks

2.4 Artificial Intelligence

In this section, AI technology is discussed by presenting various aspects explored by
the field and techniques used to develop AI.

2.4.1 Aspects of AI

There are several aspects in the field of AI that has to be improved to reach the
final type of AI, Self-awareness, as presented by Hintze (2016). One of these aspects
is problem-solving. At a fundamental level, human problem-solving refers to the
ability to consider alternative strategies and consider the optimal route to solving
the problem. This is achieved artificially by developing algorithms that are given
statements regarding each step on the way to developing the optimal strategy
(Luger 2009). Problem-solving is a critical part of most AI systems, especially
when the aim is to search through several strategies and the amount of knowledge
is limited (Chijindu 2012). However, this type of step-by-step system does not
translate well to more complex issues. To accomplish the same type of human
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decision-making, the system has to adopt more sophisticated techniques (Booch
et al. 2021). These will be explored in a later section.

A key concept in the field of AI is a system’s ability to learn is ML. The
field is rapidly becoming increasingly important in di↵erent sectors. At its core,
the field focuses on constructing systems that are self-improving using previous
experience and understanding the connections between data-driven statistics and
learning systems (Jordan and Mitchell 2015). ML algorithms operate by identifying
and acting on patterns in a set of data. One example in which ML is used is
self-driving cars. The ML system uses data from the car’s sensors to recognize
patterns that are perceived dangerous, patterns that the system has been taught
(Carleo et al. 2019). This learning process is not achieved by programming definitive
outcomes based on a situation. Instead, the algorithms are coded to adapt their
response based on previous experience to perform a better outcome, meaning that
the system improves through repetition (El Naqa and M. J. Murphy 2015).

ML algorithms can be divided into two categories based on the desired outcome
and the classification of data, these being supervised or unsupervised (Duda 2001).
If the dataset is predefined and contains labels for specific cases, it is referred to
as supervised learning. In contrast, if the dataset is unlabeled, it is referred to as
unsupervised learning (Caixinha and Nunes 2017). The benefit of unsupervised
learning is that it minimizes the risk of external bias. Supervised learning, however,
allows specific data point to be classified which can lead to increased learning and
make the system applicable in more areas (Nasteski 2017).

Lastly, a field within AI that can be considered critical for achieving higher
types of AI is the development of Natural Language Processing (NLP). NLP is
comprised of a series of di↵erent techniques for analyzing and processing human
language (Chowdhary 2020). Brill and Mooney (1997) proposed the following
aspects as core components for developing an NLP system:

• Speech Recognition, that a system should be able to interpret and map
consecutive speech signals as an array of known words

• Syntactic Analysis, that a system can understand the grammatical structure,
relating to the known sequence of words and being able to classify them into
for instance verbs and adjectives.

• Semantic Analysis, that a system can analyze a given sentence and understand
its meaning, for instance, if the sentence is a question or an expression of logic.

• Machine translation, that a system should be able to translate a given sentence
to a di↵erent language without degrading its meaning.

Most NLP systems rely on ML to continuously improve, in which the system is
fed massive amounts of data to interpret using either supervised or unsupervised
learning (Nadkarni, Ohno-Machado, and Chapman 2011). The system achieves this
by performing linguistic structural analysis, meaning that each word is first classified
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and given a semantic theme. Then, the system locates any potential co-refer previous
data and lastly, it analyzes the sentence grammar (Hirschberg and Manning 2015).

2.4.2 Techniques of AI

There are several techniques to solve problems related to AI development. One of
these is search optimization. Optimization algorithms aim to identify the greatest
value for a system based on a set of prerequisites (Deb et al. 2002; Ishibuchi,
Yoshida, and Murata 2003). An example of what the goal with an optimization
algorithm could include quickly scanning the dataset for the global minimum value
in a computationally e�cient way (Brest et al. 2006). Another example could be to
optimize a specific model based on how easy it is to apply and its robustness (Liang
et al. 2006). The benefit of using an optimization algorithm compared to classic
techniques, such as a step-by-step system, is its ability to quickly find the global
optimum, regardless of the size of the searchable data and its complexity (Kanzow,
Yamashita, and Fukushima 2004).

Another key facet of AI is the idea of introducing logic to solve problems.
This is related to the need for AI systems to be both flexible and have explainable
responses to operate in a social environment (Gunning et al. 2019). Logic in the
context of computer science can provide various techniques for analyzing reasoning
present in languages. It can also be used to create distinctions between a reasoning
problem from a logical analysis and its ultimate implementation (Thomason 2020).
Darwiche (2020) proposes the three roles that logic should have regarding modern
AI. The author state that logic should follow these rules:

• “Logic (should act) as a basis for computation”, meaning that logic should aid
in dictating how complex problems are defined.

• “Logic (is) for learning from a combination of data and knowledge”, meaning
that a system should be able to compile a set of data and use pre-defined rules
as reasoning for solving the issue.

• “Logic (is) for reasoning about the behaviors of machine learning systems”,
meaning that logic allows the ML system to reason why it behaves in a certain
way, based on its classifiers. This should allow the system to provide the same
output every time if the input is consistent.

Belle (2017) states that logical AI demands a specific language that can represent
the goals of the system and provide reason with a qualitative set of specifications.
This language should allow for continuous review of the internal properties through
verification and continuous improvement by updating the current knowledge
representation. However, the author also states that the practical implications of
logic in AI can be discussed since the most complex issue containing a large set of
parameters should include some levels of uncertainty.

To combat this, AI has developed techniques for modeling uncertainties. Probability
theory relates to the mathematical approach of both performing and manipulating
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uncertainty (Jaynes 2003). This can be achieved by creating probabilistic graphical
models (Pearl 1988). Murphy (2012) describes the use of these models to e�ciently
scan a given set of random variables to provide the probability. The author states
that the benefit of probability models is that they do not require a predefined set
of rules but can instead learn the probability within a network and the variables’
dependencies solely based on the dataset. Ghahramani (2015) discusses the use
of probabilistic modeling as a framework for understanding learning. This type
of framework is described as having a key role to enable a more coherent ML
system. Ghahramani suggests that the probabilistic framework enables learning
in areas where pattern recognition is less e↵ective, for instance when the dataset
contains large amounts of uncertainties. Denœux, Dubois, and Prade (2020) extend
also discuss frameworks for modeling uncertainties. They state that besides the
approach of probability theory, uncertainty could also be modeled using a set of
statistically proven probabilities.

Looking back at the techniques used to solve various problems of AI, they
share a common goal of trying to emulate human reasoning and decision-making.
For applications such as speech or face recognition, the field is trying to emulate
how the human brain functions in what is called artificial neural networks (ANN)
(Krogh 2008). ANNs are inspired by the biological neurons in the human brain,
meaning that the system is constructed using a vast amount of simpler processors
that are interconnected (Jain, Mao, and Mohiuddin 1996). Biological neurons can
be viewed as a device for carrying either an input or output signal, which can carry
vast amounts of data due to their interconnections. In contrast, regular computing
relies on a linear system, which leads to significantly slower response time, especially
when considering complex tasks such as speech recognition (Hopfield 1988).

ANNs are described as having many applications and can for example be
used to compute the most probable outcome based on pattern recognition. It can
also classify data without predetermined classifiers based on their characteristics
and learn to cluster the data, which is useful for ML (K. A. Smith and Gupta
2000). Hakimpoor et al. (2011) list several areas within management that can
apply ANN, stating that their ability to analyze data that are derived from several
interdependent variables makes them a powerful tool. However, they also suggest
that ANN has some limitations, stating that it is di�cult to explain how the
solution is produced.

2.5 AI and Banking

Following the entrants of new FinTech actors in the banking sector, banks
are enforced to reform their business models. This reformation has seen them
incorporating financial technologies, with the purpose to o↵er more competitive
products and better service (Caron 2019). Recently, the strive to automate processes
has led the sector to introduce AI. The technology can be applied in many areas
within the sector, for instance when detecting fraud or money laundering (National
Science and Technology Council 2016; Maskey 2018). Boobier (2020) describes that
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while 50 % of businesses will use AI in some capacity by the mid-2020s, the banking
sector is considered to be among the most a↵ected by this technology. This is
partly due to the sector’s need for powerful analytical systems to provide customer
analytics, increase e�ciency within operations and improve risk management. To
optimize these processes, ML and AI are viewed as having large potential in gaining
competitive advantages (Aithal et al. 2019).

Kaabi and Jallouli (2019) examine the restructure that is happening in the
banking sector to accommodate new technologies, stating that changes in consumer
behaviors can allow small and medium-sized enterprises to potentially use these
technologies as competitive advantages. Singh (2020) lists seven aspects of banking
in which AI has the potential to transform current practices. These aspects are:

• Customer Service. AI automatization can create a personalized user
experience, helping actors to improve customer retention and raise customer
satisfaction. This is done by using customer data to predict purchasing
behaviors.

• Customer Engagement. In addition to providing perceivably better customer
service, AI-predicted recommendations can add value to the customer
experience. Managers can also use these systems to analyze their current
processes, to understand what products the customer desires.

• Voice Assistant and Chatbots. Virtual assistants that are AI-driven can act
as a substitute for human contact to e�ciently answer customers’ needs. The
use of NLP is vastly improving the customer experience, limiting the need for
human interactions.

• Fraud and risk management. ML can mitigate fraud attempts by scanning
transactions for patterns that have been flagged as suspicious. This analysis
is done in real-time and can create a more e�cient risk management process.

• Credit Assessment. AI is used in several aspects related to banks’
decision-making process, for instance when analyzing creditworthiness. Credit
assessment demands large amounts of data to analyze, a process that can be
automated.

• Trading and Securities. Singh states that Robotic Process Automation (RPA),
which according to Van der Aalst, Bichler, and Heinzl (2018) implies that the
AI operates in the user interface as humans would do, has a major impact on
validating information securely to enable trading.

• Regulatory compliance. AI can aid compliance o�cers to automate the process
of scanning for the appropriate material, both internally and externally, that
is required to meet regulations.

Zetzsche et al. (2020) list similar aspects of banking that could benefit from
the introduction of AI. The authors state that advisory services that can deliver
custom-tailored financial advice have the greatest potential. However, introducing
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AI into these services also poses a risk for customers. For lending decisions,
predicting credit card defaults in customers oftentimes involves the use of an AI
(Bharadwaj 2019). This is partly done by collecting customer data that is fed into
the AI system to create a custom ecosystem (Deloitte 2018). Based on current
developments, these AI-driven credit score systems have the potential to be fully
automated, able to produce customized analyzes solely based on collected data
combined with current techniques for rating credit scores (Caron 2019). Although,
this would be considered a breach against Article 22 of the EU’s GDPR, which
states that a human must be present for this type of decision-making (The European
Parliament 2016).

Barbosa and Graças Murici (2019) discuss the impacts of applying ICT in a
business and conclude that businesses can reduce costs and improve customer
relationships. However, the study also addresses concerns regarding the human
factor, stating that prerequisites for a successful digital transformation involve a
strong strategic alignment and cultural adaptation. This means that introducing AI
in banking will also have to consider the ethical aspects. In a study on the public
perception of AI in the sector, the respondents reacted positively to AI’s e↵ect on
the financial processes, which became faster. The study also concluded that the
respondents were concerned about the lack of human oversight in decision-making,
and how it could a↵ect the sector from a societal perspective (Aitken et al. 2020).

Mitigating these risks and confirming compliance with regulations is a
time-consuming process. The banking sector has thus introduced AI to automate
its compliance processes (Bharadwaj 2019). RegTech allows actors to e�ciently
analyze and mitigate compliance risks. Automating this process is expected to
be the industry standard for both regulators and actors within the sector, which
would create a real-time monitoring feed (Bharadwaj 2019; Arner, Barberis, and
Buckey 2016). Regarding the regulation of AI itself, the consensus within the field
describes a balancing act between the benefits and its risks. Policymakers must
address both practical di�culties regarding creating coherent definitions of AI and
philosophical aspects such as what decisions should be made by humans (Dutton
2018; Atabekov and Yastrebov 2018). The EU is proposing a regulation called the
AI Act, which aims to develop norms that could be used globally and close the
regulatory lag. The AI Act o↵ers a broad set of regulations and di↵erentiates its
various requirements based on specific risk levels (Townsend 2021).

Regardless of which regulations are issued to address AI both in general and
in the banking sector, it should also acknowledge its risk of slowing down the
current development and the global impact both the sector and AI will have
(Guihot, Matthew, and Suzor 2017). At a macro level, AI has the potential to
aid growing economies that are becoming increasingly more dependent on data.
Especially since the data oftentimes is interconnected (Markose, Giansante, and
Shaghaghi 2012). Looking instead at the macro-level, AI in banking and its risks is
often viewed through the perspective of regulations (Arner, Barberis, and Buckey
2016). For instance, a major risk regulation must mitigate is the unintended biases
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and discrimination that have been reported in AI-driven financial systems, which
causes misrepresentations in decision-making (Tschider 2018; Girouard 2019).
There are also concerns regarding liability in terms of inadequate services when
they are entirely AI-driven (Radutniy et al. 2017). Consequently, there is a need to
overcome the “black box” phenomenon, in which the ”explainability” of a specific
decision the AI system makes must be prioritized (OECD 2019). Automating
financial service processes using AI requires vast amounts of data, as explained
previously (Caron 2019). However, the sector still has a responsibility to emphasize
transparency and uphold data privacy (Tschider 2018). This responsibility is not
limited to protecting the data of customers, but also the employees of the sector
(Wilkens 2020). As Chan et al. (2019) state, AI systems will be increasingly
important for the sector as a whole and individuals within it as their applicability
improves. However, they also state that it will increase the risks associated with
AI. To comply with regulations and keep the data secure, the relationship between
AI and cybersecurity will have to deepen within banking (Hatfield 2018).

2.6 Risk Management of AI in Banking

Although the introduction of AI into the banking sector is relatively recent, there is
already a growing body of literature regarding its potential applications concerning
security and risk management. Most of these concerns AI as a tool to combat cyber
threats. As Dasgupta (2006) states, systems designed to counter sophisticated cyber
attacks have to be flexible, they should be able to identify a large variety of di↵erent
types of threats. They should also be able to make decisions in real-time (Guan
and Ge 2017). Several studies agree that applying AI systems could provide the
necessary prerequisites for keeping organizations secure from continuously improving
cyber attackers (Nogueira 2006; Tyugu 2011). The interest in AI-driven systems
is partly explained by the accelerating development in computational capacity. In
a report by Stanford University (2020), this computational development can be
exemplified by the time decrease in training an AI to classify images. In October
2017, it took the system three hours, in contrast to July 2019, when it took 88
seconds. However, the next generation of AI is not expected to fully replace
human intelligence. Instead, these systems will most likely integrate both aspects,
sometimes referred to as “human in the loop” (Kowert 2017; Zhi-Min et al. 2020).

AI-driven risk management can be based on di↵erent techniques. One of
these is ML, which can be used, for example, to identify malware or malicious
behavior using pattern recognition (Sarker 2021). Several studies have reviewed
ML as a security system and its applications for intrusion detection (R. G. Smith
and Eckroth 2017; Jordan and Mitchell 2015). Xin et al. (2018) have performed
a literature review on its application and state that a major disadvantage of the
system is that it requires representative data, which can be di�cult to obtain. The
authors also raise concerns that the data has to be continuously updated to keep
up with new types of cyber attacks.

Another technique used for managing risks in banking is NLP-based systems.
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These have the benefit of being able to interpret what parts of the human language
are valuable, which could lead to a more e�cient mitigation process (Sarker,
Hoque, et al. 2021). By performing cognitive analysis, documents can be scanned
automatically to identify any cybersecurity threats (Georgescu 2020). Ukwen and
Karabatak (2021) discuss the challenges of NLP-based systems and conclude that
their ability to capture and interpret information is still limited. This challenge is
particularly prominent when the data is ambiguous, contains slang, synonyms, or
sarcasm. They state that while the technique can be powerful, these limitations have
to be considered when implementing them into an organization’s risk management
process.

Thisarani and Fernando (2021) reviews applications of AI in the banking
sector and conclude that, while its benefits are apparent, a potential flaw in the
current systems is the lack of verified data. The systems rely on the data to
be of good quality, without knowledge gaps and biases. They state that these
flaws mean that the sector may not fully automate its processes, as AI will still
require human supervision for quality assurance of the data. Regarding the
e�ciency of AI implementations in banking, Kaya, Schildbach, and Schnedier
(2019) discuss potential obstacles. They state that the proposed improvements
of AI are exaggerated, meaning that the regulatory measures that would be
required to prioritize cybersecurity would mitigate some of the e↵ects. To conclude,
transforming the banking sector to incorporate AI technology is still an ongoing
process, especially regarding compliance with regulations. The EU is currently
developing a set of policies that will be used when developing and applying AI,
called the AI Act. The proposal would serve as a guideline for AI systems in the EU,
ensuring that society can benefit from AI by categorizing AI based on its impact,
and putting higher regulatory demands on systems that could potentially have a
larger impact (The European Commisson 2022). Regardless of how the proposed
AI Act will eventually be formalized, policymakers must create frameworks that
can drive innovation, without exposing the banking sector to unnecessary risks that
could a↵ect society (Truby, Brown, and Dahdal 2020).
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3. Theoretical Framework

In this chapter, the theoretical frameworks for this study are introduced. These are
the Dynamic Risk Management Framework by Paltrinieri et al. (2014) and Frank
Geels’ Multi-Level Perspective approach. The DRMF will be used to analyze risk
management processes within the banking sector, while the MLP framework will be
used to analyze the implications of AI at di↵erent perspectives within the sector.

3.1 The Dynamic Risk Management Framework

Paltrinieri et al. (2014) argue that risk management is a dynamic, continuously
changing and never ending process. Thus, the authors have created their own holistic
framework named the Dynamic Risk Management Framework. In comparison to
many traditional framework solutions that are widely used for risk management
purposes, this framework acknowledges the importance of combining the cyclic
behavior of striving for continuous improvement and the linear process from
initiation to implementation of risk management. Furthermore, it emphasizes
constant communication among all stakeholders involved, not only the ones
performing risk management activities. The framework is illustrated in Figure 3.1,
based on the description by Paltrinieri et al. (2014).

Figure 3.1: Illustration of the Dynamic Risk Management Framework.
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The framework suggests that there are two general stages to risk management,
understanding and deciding, each being made up of two phases. Understanding
refers to the act of processing and managing knowledge and information to recognize
risks as well as the data, information and knowledge connected to each risk. The two
phases in the process of understanding risk are horizon screening and identification.
Horizon screening is the act of mapping out risks for a specific case such as a
product, service or process. This includes identifying the stakeholders, defining
limits and other boundaries and pinpointing any significant dangers. Identification
is the next step of the process which addresses the actual identification and
conceptualization of the risks. It is in this phase the risks are clearly defined, using
knowledge gained from the horizon screening phase.

The second stage, deciding, refers to the possible actions to take once the
risks are mapped out. The deciding stage consists of the two phases assessment
and decision and action. The assessment phase includes the processes involved in
deciding what risk management measures are necessary to take. Examples would
be ranking possible measures according to certain metrics or criteria or using
forecasting methods to predict outcomes. Thereafter, the decision and action take
place which include the decision-making and implementation process of the chosen
risk management measures as well as the actual act of performing the measures.

There are two holistic, never ending, activities connected to every phase of
this otherwise linear process. The first one is monitoring, review & continuous
improvement, implying that risk management is a never ending process. Since
circumstances linked to a risk are constantly changing, an organization must
continuously work with managing the risk e↵ectively and e�ciently. Examples
would be changes in the sector or personnel or new outside threats and opportunities,
which could be monitored by tracking di↵erent types of KPIs. The other activity is
called communication & consultation and refers to the information and knowledge
sharing that constantly has to take place. This does not only involve the people
specifically working with the risk management process, but all a↵ected stakeholders.

3.2 The Multi-Level Perspective Approach

Regardless of the field of study, a key aspect of successfully performing a transition
from a socio-technical perspective is to understand the complex system the transition
will occur within. This requires an extensive systems approach (Genus and Coles
2008). The approach Geels (2012) created to gain a holistic perspective on a
transition is called the MLP approach. The basis for this approach is that the system
the technology will operate in has socio-technical characteristics. By acknowledging
this fact, the user will have to analyze the transition based on the multitude of
factors that contribute to changes within the system. Geels’ framework visualizes
this system as having three analytical levels. The lowest level consists of niches,
followed by socio-technical regimes, and concludes in an external entity referred
to as the socio-technical landscape. A key aspect of the MLP framework is the
relationships between the di↵erent levels, since it aims to analyze the interactions
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between these levels in the context of the technical transition that occurs at the
regime level. This transition is visualized in Figure 3.2.

Figure 3.2: Illustration of a socio-technical shift.

Geels (2012) refers to the lowest levels as niches in the market that are often
insulated from the “normal” market regime. This allows them to exist under
the creative conditions that are necessary to develop radical innovations. At this
level, the innovations’ impact is limited to specific cases or individuals, but the
development occurs at a rapid pace. The next level, the socio-technical regimes, is
described by Geels as the home of various groups that come together based on a set
of social rules. These rules include aspects such as culture, policies and regulations,
industry and technology. They create stability within the regimes but also lead to
slower, incremental innovation instead. The innovation is, however, both influenced
by and impacts a wider market and cannot be considered “protected” in the same
way as innovations at the niche level. Geels states that the purpose of this level is
to function as a mechanism for selecting which innovations are to be retained by
society, meaning that the regime and its set of rules will change during a transition.

The final level of the MLP framework is referred to as the socio-technical
landscape. Geels (2012) uses the term landscape to describe the entire society, to
allow the analysis to consider all direct and indirect variables. The author describes
this level as containing heterogeneous factors, that range from economic growth to
cultural values and environmental aspects. By looking at these trends at a macro
level, the framework aims to explain the dynamics of transitions at a systems level.
The point of the MLP framework is to remind the user that a niche innovation
and its success is not only influenced by the actors at its current level. Instead,
it is governed by influences and factors at both the regime and landscape levels.
Aligning the development to succeed at all levels is mandatory to ultimately achieve
a transition of the entire system (Kemp, Rip, and Schot 2001).
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4. Methodology

In this chapter, the methodology of the study is presented and discussed. The chapter
begins by disclosing the research design, followed by a discussion on how data has
been collected and analyzed. Lastly, the quality of the data is discussed by presenting
how the study ensures rigor as well as how ethics have been considered.

4.1 Research Design

To conduct this study and ultimately achieve its purpose, the study uses a
qualitative inductive approach (Morgan and Smircich 1980; Blomkvist and Hallin
2015). One reason for choosing to use a qualitative approach is because of the
complexity of the studied phenomenon. The research question and the set of
sub-questions have been formulated due to the lack of cohesive answers in the
field. In this case, the identified problem relates to a lack of knowledge of the
implementation of AI in the banking sector and its potential impact from a
cybersecurity perspective, a gap in the current literature that the study aims to fill
(Sandberg and Alvesson 2011). This requires empirical data to be collected through
non-standardizable methods (Saunders, Lewis, and Thornhill 2015). Additionally,
the study aims to incorporate multiple perspectives to create a holistic solution,
meaning that it is important to consider the values and opinions of various actors.
Seeing as qualitative epistemology allows the study to embrace subjectivity, it is
able to highlight these opinions (Slevitch 2011). Embracing a multitude of di↵erent
perspectives is key to the study. The study thus follows an interpretivistic approach,
to understand that the knowledge gathered will be subjective and influenced by its
environment (Moon and Blackman 2014).

An important aspect of the study is to extract information from a diverse
set of knowledgeable sources, both theoretical and empirical (Cleary, Horsfall,
and Hayter 2014). Acquiring quality sources is prioritized in order to assess the
solutions, and using a qualitative approach emphasizes each source (Slevitch 2011).
To collect qualitative data, the study uses semi-structured interviews. Using
semi-structured interviews allows the study to grasp the perspectives of various
actors (Blomkvist and Hallin 2015). Semi-structured interviews also favor the use
of methodological triangulation, in which data is collected in di↵erent ways in one
study. This concept is used to confirm that the data is providing accurate results
(Saunders, Lewis, and Thornhill 2015).
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Regarding the relationship between existing theory and empirical findings,
the inductive approach means that the study is based on an identified problem.
Hence, the study uses existing theories and literature to gain a better understanding
of the studied phenomenon (Blomkvist and Hallin 2015). When implementing
an inductive approach, it is worth noting that the findings could result in a new
theoretical framework, since the application of the empirical data direct the study
in a specific direction (Blomkvist and Hallin 2015; Thomas 2006). In this sense,
the research process is iterative, meaning that literature and empirical findings will
influence each other at various stages to generate the final results.

4.2 Data Collection

This section will present and discuss the methodology for collecting data for
the study. The primary data used in this study have been collected through
semi-structured interviews, while secondary data has been collected by conducting
a literature review. The study has primarily had an industrial perspective, meaning
that the results aim to reflect the opinions and processes of the entire sector and
its relevant stakeholders (Blomkvist and Hallin 2015). However, since the MLP
framework is utilized, insights from individual and functional perspectives are also
included. Before presenting how primary and secondary data have been collected,
this section will discuss how respondents were selected for the interviews.

4.2.1 Respondent Selection

The scope of the study can be divided into three specific topics: the bank sector,
AI, and cybersecurity. To accommodate these three topics, along with aspects of
risk management, respondents with knowledge of at least one topic, but preferably
several, had to be selected. Choosing respondents with varying expertise also allows
the study to gain a holistic view of the field, an aspect that is necessary to maintain
an industrial perspective.

The selection process began by identifying what competencies were required
to reach the aim of the study. This process was done in parallel with the literature
review, to better understand what insights would be necessary to create a complete
solution. Besides having expertise in one of the topics mentioned previously, a key
characteristic for potential respondents would be an understanding of how these
topics interact with each other. The aim was to interview respondents with insights
on how AI interact with the banking sector or with cybersecurity.

The final selection of respondents can be divided into two groups. The first
group of respondents either worked at a bank or with AI that was in some ways
tied to the banking sector along with security. The second group of respondents
all worked at Company A, an IT consulting firm specializing in cybersecurity. All
respondents working in Company A had previous experience working at banks,
either as consultants or as employees, and several of them also had experience with
AI implementations. There were several reasons for using both current employees
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within the banking sector and third-party consultants. First, the study wanted
to gain insights from respondents that would not be biased towards the current
processes within the sector, while at the same time ensuring that the study would
gain an updated understanding of how the sector currently operates. Secondly, it
was vital to find respondents with enough insights into all three topics, and utilizing
the competencies of Company A, was a way to accomplish that.

4.2.2 Primary Data Collection

To reiterate, primary data was collected in this study by using interviews, a
common data collection method for qualitative studies (Saunders, Lewis, and
Thornhill 2015). Using interviews to collect data embraces the individualism of
the respondents and can allow the study to incorporate a wide set of di↵erent
perspectives on the studied phenomenon. The collected insights can also be used to
analyze di↵erent dimensions of the problem, making it and the formulated solutions
more defined (Blomkvist and Hallin 2015). By using a semi-structured interview
approach, the data collection is more easily adjustable to individual respondents,
further emphasizing the scope of the study. Semi-structured interviews also allow
for more natural conversations to be held during interviews, while at the same time
maintaining an appropriate theme for the collection process (Saunders, Lewis, and
Thornhill 2015).

The first step of the primary data collection was to create an interview guide. This
guide contains a general outline of the interview questions but is not too detailed to
avoid having the conversation feel unnatural. Instead, the interviewer is responsible
for asking relevant follow-up questions that keep the conversation engaging and
provide answers to the research questions (Blomkvist and Hallin 2015). The benefit
of having the same general interview guide for every interview is that it simplifies
data analysis and comparison and enhances the reliability of the results (Saunders,
Lewis, and Thornhill 2015). The interview guide can be found in Appendix A.

However, since a major aspect of the research process was to continuously
adapt depending on newly acquired information, the interview guide was altered
several times during the process. After each interview, the respondents were asked
if they felt that something was missing among the interview questions and if a
question should be added for future respondents. Hence, the interview guide visible
in Appendix A is the finalized version that includes the respondents’ remarks and
additional insights obtained during the research process.

The primary data collection consisted of interviews with twelve respondents.
Details regarding the respondents and the interviews are summarized in Table
4.1. The respondent and the organization they represent have been anonymized
and given generalized titles. All interviews were held in Swedish and have been
translated by native-speaking Swedes into English for data analysis. One aspect
that the study has had to consider when conducting this translation is the potential
loss of meaning regarding idiomatic words or phrases. Each interview was recorded,
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transcribed, and finally coded for analysis. To maintain the anonymity of the
respondents, the recordings were deleted once they were transcribed. The coding
process will be explained later in section 4.3.

Table 4.1: Summary of interview respondents

Organization
ID

Respondent
ID

Type of Organization Role of Respondent Date Length of
Interview

A A1 IT Consulting Firm IT Consultant 22-03-01 26 min

A A2 IT Consulting Firm Lead Auditor 22-03-01 61 min

A A3 IT Consulting Firm Senior IT Consultant 22-03-02 49 min

A A4 IT Consulting Firm Senior Legal Counsel 22-03-08 45 min

A A5 IT Consulting Firm IT Consultant 22-03-08 31 min

B B1 Academic Institution Associate Professor of
Computer Science

22-03-16 50 min

C C1 Financial Institution Operational Security Team
Manager

22-03-17 41 min

D D1 International Technology
Company

National Technology
O�cer

22-03-18 43 min

E E1 Financial Institution Investment Portfolio
Manager

22-03-18 44 min

F F1 Financial Institution Lead Data Scientist 22-03-22 49 min

F F2 Financial Institution Chief Data Scientist 22-03-22 49 min

G G1 National Bank Association Cybersecurity Advisor 22-04-01 43 min

4.2.3 Secondary Data Collection

To collect secondary data a literature review has been conducted. The purpose
was to understand the status of the studied field by reviewing and summarizing all
available literature (Blomkvist and Hallin 2015). More specifically, the literature
review has had a semi-systematic approach, meaning that the review has a
predefined scope (Snyder 2019). The secondary data has been used to complement
the empirical findings in the data analysis and during the iterative research process
to alter the scope of the study. The literature review has been fundamental
for providing a theoretical foundation for the study but also when creating the
interview guide (Saunders, Lewis, and Thornhill 2015).

The literature review has been conducted by following the 4-phase method
suggested by Snyder (2019). The aim of following this method is to ensure the
review provides reliable results and can be validated. Snyder suggests that the
4-phase literature review starts with planning the review by formulating the studied
problem along with the study’s purpose. Finally, the research questions must be
generated to begin the literature review. The second phase of Snyder’s method
is to select all relevant articles, based on the scope of the study. Because the
study follows an iterative research approach the scope would alter based on newly
acquired insights. Thus, the requirements for article selection would also alter
during the research process (Blomkvist and Hallin 2015). Once the literature had
been selected, the third phase of the method was to analyze the data followed by
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the final phase, to write the review. To ensure the review is reliable and repeatable,
the review process is illustrated in Figure 4.1 (Snyder 2019).

Figure 4.1: Illustration of the literature review process.

Looking back at the second phase of Snyders (2019) 4-phase method, it began by
identifying a set of keywords, as shown in Figure 4.1. These keywords would relate
to the previously mentioned topics that the study focuses on, namely AI, the bank
sector, cybersecurity, and risk management. Since the study was looking to explore
the relationships between these di↵erent topics, the keywords would be added
together to find relevant articles that discussed their interactions. For instance, the
search would use the keywords AI* and Banking*, or Cybersecurity* and Banking*.
All combinations of the keywords were tested to ultimately find relevant articles. The
databases used to search for relevant articles were Scopus and Web of Science, which
were chosen due to their large selection of reputable, good quality, published articles.

Once the keywords were identified along with all available articles in the
selected databases, a selection process had to be done, see Figure 4.1. Initially, all
available articles were screened based on their title, keywords, and abstracts, and
selected for further review based on their relevance to the study. The remaining
articles were then read in full to get a better understanding of their applicability
to the study. If the articles were still deemed relevant to the study after this final
screening, they would be used in the literature review. Each remaining article
had to provide the reader with a sense of context regarding the field, be able to
explain the topics and the interactions between them. The articles consequently
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also acted to understand what was lacking in the current literature and to validate
the purpose of the study (Blomkvist and Hallin 2015).

4.3 Data Analysis

The analysis of primary data follows a thematic model, meaning that the empirical
data from the interviews is categorized in themes to properly connect data from
di↵erent sources and identify answers to the research questions in a structured
manner (Blomkvist and Hallin 2015). The identification and categorization of
themes are made through a coding process. The themes and codes are mainly based
on the theoretical frameworks but also existing literature and topics mentioned in the
interviews. Thus, codes were found using both inductive and deductive approaches,
which is a common technique (Saunders, Lewis, and Thornhill 2015). A thematic
approach has been chosen since it is suitable for qualitative analysis of interview data
and o↵ers a method for the integration of related data deriving from di↵erent sources.
To extract as much information as possible and ensure the correct interpretation of
the empirical data, the coding processes have involved both authors of this study.
The identified codes and themes are presented in Figure 4.2.

Figure 4.2: Illustration of the identified codes and themes.

The secondary sources of the study includes the sources that chapter 2: Literature
Review and chapter 3: Theoretical Framework are based on. The secondary sources
are continuously being used, reviewed and added throughout the data analysis
phase for triangulation purposes, to support the empirical data (Bandara et al.
2015). Additionally, the theoretical frameworks will be used to interpret the
empirical data. This will aid in the categorization of themes and decrease the
likelihood of errors (Nowell et al. 2017).
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The presentation of empirical data and data analysis follows a model Blomkvist
and Hallin (2015) calls the intertwined paper. This entails that the report does
not have separate chapters for empirical data and data analysis. Instead, they are
interwoven into one chapter, presented simultaneously. Choosing the intertwined
paper structure results in better alignment, allowing data related to specific themes
to be presented and analyzed one at a time.

4.4 Quality of Research

To ensure a consistent and good quality of research, this section will present
an assessment of its rigor in terms of trustworthiness. Additionally, this section
describes how ethics have been considered in the study.

4.4.1 Rigor

Evaluating the methodology of qualitative studies becomes a process of
understanding whether its quality is rigorous. Rigor, in the context of a research
process, can be assessed using two aspects, reliability and validity (Blomkvist and
Hallin 2015). A study is considered reliable when its design can be replicated. More
specifically, the methodology of the study should allow an unbiased third party to
conduct a duplicate study and produce similar results to the original one (Saunders,
Lewis, and Thornhill 2015). Regarding validity, it determines the truthfulness of
the results, by evaluating the measures conducted through the research design. By
looking at the research’s objective and determining if the results align with the
properties of its objective, the study is considered to have high validity (Golafshani
2003).

One aspect to consider when evaluating rigor in qualitative, interprevistic
studies is that the concepts of reliability and validity are primarily used in
quantitative studies. The subjectivity of these studies means that they are di�cult
to duplicate, therefore assessment based on reliability and validity could falsely lead
to the conclusion that the study lacks rigor (Horsburgh 2003). Shah and Corley
(2006) have translated these aspects to suit qualitative interpretivistic studies,
focusing on trustworthiness in the form of four quality criteria. The criteria are
credibility, transferability, dependability, and confirmability. These four criteria are
also mentioned by Nowell et al. (2017) as key aspects of securing trustworthiness
when performing thematic analysis.

The credibility of a study can be increased by the triangulation of di↵erent
types of data. Triangulation is a practice that entails the combination of various
methods and theories to limit bias or otherwise unwanted interference (Noble and
Heale 2019). The credibility of the study has been assured by using both primary
and secondary data collection methods, and by utilizing a set of di↵erent theoretical
concepts. Secondly, the rigor of a study, and trustworthiness, should be reviewed by
its transferability, otherwise defined as generalizability. For qualitative studies, this
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is achieved by providing a detailed description of how the study has been conducted
to allow the methodology to be replicated (Nowell et al. 2017). Regarding this
study, the methodology has included detailed descriptions and motivations based
on its qualitative, interpretivistic approach.

The dependability criterion is met according to Shah and Corley (2006) by
ensuring that the respondents’ confidentiality is protected and that the theoretical
sampling exceeds the scope of the study to ensure that the study fully acknowledges
the field of study. The semi-structured interview approach has allowed the study to
gain data that augment the theoretical sample, while the study’s ethical guidelines
have kept the respondent anonymous, see section 4.4.2 for a detailed description.
Lastly, the study is considered rigorous by meeting the confirmability criterion,
which is done by creating clear definitions between primary and secondary data
findings. Additionally, the study must be consistent when managing data, to ensure
all data is processed and analyzed similarly (Sonali Shah and Corley 2006). The
process of managing data is described and motivated in section 4.3, allowing the
reader to understand how the findings are linked to relevant theories.

4.4.2 Ethics

Another important aspect of ensuring that the research is of good quality is to
determine and maintain a set of ethical guidelines. More specifically, research
ethics refers to how the research process, for instance developing the research
design and methodology along with the study’s objective, is conducted in a morally
responsible fashion (Saunders, Lewis, and Thornhill 2015). This study utilizes the
ethical guidelines of The Swedish Research Council along with the Code of Honor
detailed by the Swedish Association of Graduate Engineers (Swedish Association of
Graduate Engineers 2019). The use of these guidelines is considered a critical part
of approaching research as an engineer. The Code of Honor states that engineers
have a responsibility to ensure that knowledge and technology should be managed
appropriately, and that engineers’ findings should only be used to augment society.
The Swedish Research Council has developed a list of four requirements that a
study should meet to be considered ethically sound. These requirements are the
information requirement, the consent requirement, the confidentiality requirement
and the good use requirement (The Swedish Research Council 2017).

Regarding the information requirement, it states that all stakeholders should
be informed of the purpose of the study (Blomkvist and Hallin 2015). To meet this
requirement, the study has been transparent when communicating with potential
respondents, along with additional stakeholders such as examiners and supervisors.
Additionally, the stakeholders were presented with information regarding how the
data would be managed, which included its intended use and its accessibility.
Secondly, the consent requirement is considered achieved when the consent of
all stakeholders has been acquired (The Swedish Research Council 2017). Each
respondent had to provide their consent before participating in interviews. At
this stage, a key priority was to communicate to the respondent why they were
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interviewed, to give them a better understanding before giving their consent.

The confidentiality requirement is met according to The Swedish Research
Council (2017) by keeping all material presented in the study confidential,
regardless of whether it is created or collected. For the interviews, this means
that the respondents, the organization they represented along with any identifiable
information present in the interviews were anonymized. Furthermore, all recordings
were deleted once they had been transcribed. The fourth and final requirement, the
good use requirement, is referred to by The Swedish Research Council (2017) to
ensure the study and its data are only used with the intended purpose. To ensure
that this requirement is met, the data collection process is documented. This
documentation has been used to confirm that the research purpose is consistent
regardless of any changes made during the iterative research process. The good
use requirement has also been used during the study as a guideline to accurately
use and refer to sources, avoiding plagiarism (Blomkvist and Hallin 2015; Swedish
Association of Graduate Engineers 2019).
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5. Results and Analysis

In this chapter, the results of the study are presented and analyzed. The results
stem from the empirical findings of the interviews, along with the findings from the
secondary sources of the literature review. The findings are categorized thematically
in accordance with the theoretical frameworks described in chapter 3.

5.1 Risk Management

This section presents the results concerning the DRMF. Consequently, the purpose
of this section is to identify and analyze how actors in the banking sector develop
their horizon screening for risks for AI, how they identify and assess these risks and
lastly decide how to mitigate the risks (Paltrinieri et al. 2014). Each phase of the
framework has been identified as a theme used for coding the interviews. The themes
of the empirical data are presented and analyzed along with their ties to literature.

5.1.1 Horizon Screening

There is a wide range of general risks organizations need to consider when
implementing AI in the banking sector. In addition to the same risks and challenges
as other software systems, for instance, malware, and third-party risks (A1), a major
risk is that most AI applications have dual use cases. For instance, generating
artificial voices or faces using AI systems can not only be used to create chatbots used
to improve the customer service experience (C1), but it can also be used to deceive
the organizations’ security systems by simulating human actions (B1; D1). Actors
in the banking sector often have many customers and consequently a lot of human
interactions, meaning that the sector could be susceptible to attacks involving virtual
human simulations (D1). When discussing new potential risks associated with AI
implementations, A1 mentions several theoretical scenarios, such as the possibility
to manipulate machine learning algorithms to deviate from their intended purpose.
This risk could potentially be more prominent during supervised learning since it
is more prone to external bias (Caixinha and Nunes 2017). The screening process
should include a thorough understanding of what tools are currently being used by
actors to exploit potential risks (C1). Keeping an organization updated and aware
of potential new threats requires knowledge of not only AI but computer science as
a whole (D1; F2). Additionally, as F2 states:

“A (AI) product rarely produces the same data every year. That does not happen.
The product constantly evolves” - F2
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This could mean that the constant input of new data will lead to slight changes in
the output. AI systems will have to be reviewed continuously, screening for risks as
the product evolves. Decision-makers need to be comfortable in taking strategic risks
and embrace changes to their view on risk management. When asked to comment on
how the banking sector viewed the categorization between financial and non-financial
risks, A1 said the following about the banking sector:

“My view is that banks very quickly want to convert all risks to become financial
risks” - A1

The sector has a long history of managing financial risks and are considered good
at it (A1; F2). While some risks pose a financial impact, it is not true for every
risk, and it is reasonable to also include non-financial risks when performing a
horizon screening (A1). Leo, Sharma, and Maddulety (2019) have similar reasoning,
highlighting operational risks as a key aspect of the banking sector. Thus, the risk
screening should be performed by a team with multiple di↵erent competencies (A4).
This also allows for acknowledgement of multiple perspectives, in terms of what
risks should be prioritized. For instance, banks’ AML divisions often have di↵erent
risks compared to other sections within the organization, since there is less need
to focus on how their implementation of AI a↵ects the business’s customers (F1).
Since the literature shows that AI has great potential to automate processes in the
field of AML, it could be a good way to assess the impact of AI without a↵ecting
customers (Donepudi 2017).

A key step during horizon screening is to understand what assurances and
controls are in place to prevent vulnerabilities (A2). Understanding what
assurances must be considered to meet regulatory demand is considered a major
challenge (A1; A5). To simplify this process, A2 suggests performing a stakeholder
analysis. The stakeholder analysis could, for instance, follow the organizational
structure suggested by Alt, Beck, and Smits (2018), which uses an internal, external
and network level to accommodate all potential interactions. Although the sector
is provided with an updated set of external cyber threats from third-party actors
and open sources (G1), the available information is not fully utilized internally. As
A4 and B1 state:

“Organizations need to learn that things are not black or white. Instead, it is
critical to promote integration between di↵erent competencies and to gain a better

understanding of other competencies besides your own” - A4

“To maximize the usefulness of AI systems, you often need to create vertical
interactions, obtaining data from di↵erent parts of the organization” - B1.

These are both examples of how organizations need to prioritize communication to
create a broader understanding of AI in the risk management process. This begins
by teaching product owners what AI is, what it can do for their business, and
more importantly what it cannot do (D1). Organizations are aware that they lack
knowledge (C1; E1; F1), and the horizon screening is largely done to ensure the
organization know what the product delivers (E1). Although, as AI systems become
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more complex and the regulatory compliance more detailed (A3; F2), organizations
need to allocate more resources to fully assess the scope of AI and the products
they implement.

To conclude, the horizon screening process refers to the process of mapping
out the scope of potential risk factors and stakeholders involved with the
implementation of a certain AI solution. The data shows three notable themes that
banks should assess when developing a sustainable and e↵ective screening process:
the emergence of new risk factors, a need for di↵erent competencies and a need for
vertical integration between departments. The implementation of AI in the banking
sector poses new types of risks, many of which could be categorized as non-financial.
The most prominent non-financial risk, which is operational risk (Leo, Sharma,
and Maddulety 2019), could be mitigated by the applications of proper corporate
governance practices (Kanchu and Kumar 2013). A solution for that would be to
have a wide range of competencies participate in the screening process, which will
aid in the performance of an advocated stakeholder analysis. To facilitate this,
banks would have to emphasize vertical integration between departments which
will improve communication, an important part of the risk management process
(Paltrinieri et al. 2014).

5.1.2 Identification

Once the scope of the project has been established and the horizon screening is
complete, the next step of the risk management process is to identify all relevant
risks and hazards (Paltrinieri et al. 2014). An increasingly large share of the sector’s
threats are digital, and risk management will have to devote more resources to
identify potential accident scenarios related to digitalization (A5). Digital tools are
also becoming increasingly complex. Product owners will have to understand how
innovation a↵ects their operations, such as how data tra�c patterns change, what
security infrastructure the product demands, and how the system monitors and
acts towards suspicious activities (A3; B1; C1). Additionally, application managers
should communicate how the systems function, both internally, to other sections of
the organization, and externally, for instance to customers. As E3 states:

“One of the biggest challenges going forward will be how to explain it (AI systems)
to the customers. It cannot be a black box.”- E3

Developers must be able to answer the questions such as what problem the AI
solution is hoping to solve and what is problematic from a legal, technical, and
managerial perspective (A4). On a managerial level, this translates to having a
conceptual understanding of the terminology used when discussing AI products,
to avoid miscommunication (A2). Thus, understanding the products will become
a significant part of the risk management process, especially to identify risks. A
major challenge when identifying risks associated with AI products from third-party
actors is transparency. Without open-source code, organizations must rely on the
rules and policies used by the developers (E1). This trust often relies on what
background the actor has, whether they have experienced cybersecurity attacks in
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the past and if the product can be considered immature from a security perspective
(C1). Although many organizations do develop their products due to the lack
of rigorous alternatives (A2; C1; E1; F2), they still must consider third-party
applications as part of their ecosystems, due to the Open Banking approach they
use (Council of the European Union and European Parliament 2015). There
are some actions organizations can take to mitigate these risks, for instance by
reviewing the output of these applications periodically (E1).

These revisions are often done manually and could since be prone to human
errors (A3; C1; E1). The manual labor required to identify and operate what are
considered significant processes within the organization also attracts the highest
risk factors (E1). Errors caused during these processes often have a higher impact
on the organization. When discussing the development of AI systems, several
respondents stated that their organization had systematic processes to mitigate
bias (C1; E1; F1; F2; G1). As A2 states:

“The simplest way to discover bias (is to) run the same process 1000 times. If the
output is not the same the 1000th time, investigate what direction the AI is headed

towards” - A2

Since most machine learning systems used in the banking sector have been developed
using supervised learning, human errors risk a↵ecting the outcome. This could
indicate that bias has not been successfully mitigated entirely (A1; G1). AI systems
are also vulnerable to external manipulation, meaning that the system must be
monitored continuously (C1). Organizations will need to ensure they are protected
against manipulation, by standardizing data access authorization (D1). Actors in
the sector also consider reputational damage as a major risk. The banking sector
as an integral part of society relies on the public to find them trustworthy, meaning
that most actors would rather be conservative when implementing new products
than risk hurting their reputation (F1; G1). Seeing as many AI products are related
to systematic surveillance and analysis of customers (A4), the risk management
process should be equally as sensitive as the AI system that is analyzed (A5; B1).

There are also risks related to regulatory compliance and how data is classified
when developing and implementing AI (A3). While the initial screening will reveal
the scope of what controls and assurances need to be in place to meet regulatory
demands, the next step of the process is to understand how these controls should be
implemented. More specifically, what is required to adopt them in the organization’s
current set of processes (A1). The banking sector does have rigorous policies for
managing financial processes, such as auditing transactions, and the risks they
infer (A2). However, their processes regarding non-financial risks are more complex
and involve more competencies within the organization (A1; F2). Regulations such
as GDPR provide guidelines for how data should be processed but there are still
challenges when translating regulations to actions within the organization (A2;
A4). While internal control document could be used to standardize operations, this
is oftentimes considered redundant, as stated by A4:

“I am telling you this as a representative for the legal department, I do not see the
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purpose of using a lot of control documents if managers do not know how to apply
them.” - A4

When identifying risks, it has proven more e↵ective to invite di↵erent parts of the
organization to discussion forums at an early stage of implementation (A4; F1).
Oftentimes, there is a tendency to categorize risks. The way risks are categorized
varies greatly. Some are general and only conerns whether the risks are harmful or
whether it is the amount of resources required to mitigate the risk is reasonable (E1;
C1). Another common categorization is between internal and external risks. While
external risks are relatively easy to identify, it is much more di�cult for organizations
to understand what is considered internal threats (A2). Additionally, the complex
organizational structure of larger banks can be challenging when categorizing risks,
as G1 states:

“It can be challenging for banks to fully comprehend the scope of their organization,
where it begins and where it ends in terms of responsibility and impact” - G1

Using discussion forums is a good way to establish these categorizations within an
organization, and make strategic decisions on risks, both regarding the likelihood
and severity of the risks (A4). Seeing as most organization uses a proportionality
principle to decide how to allocate resources, having discussion forums can aid in
setting reasonable delimitations (B1). These discussions allow the organization to
organically develop communication channels between di↵erent departments, which
is vital when implementing complex AI systems. Making it easier to identify risks
early (A2; F1). Prioritizing communications within the organization also aids in
regulatory compliance. GDPR, along with the proposed AI Act, forces actors to
reconsider their priorities in terms of risk management. Previously, risk management
has primarily concerned with risks associated with the organization. GDPR instead
emphasizes risks associated with the individual, forcing organizations to model a
di↵erent set of accident scenarios (A5). By emphasizing communication between
di↵erent competencies, it can be easier to standardize the risk identification process
to meet the demands set by product owners and the regulatory demands. As A2
states:

“They (the legal department) do not always make that connection between a
functional requirement and a regulatory requirement that, hey, these are actually

connected.” - A2

The most e↵ective way to navigate between di↵erent sets of demands is often to use
a combination of dialogue between developers and the rest of the organization, and
continuous testing of the product (F2; C1). To meet future regulations, actors must
be aware of the sensitivity of the banking sector. Most AI systems in the sector will
likely have to comply with the harshest set of demands (D1; G1). Besides acting to
automatize processes within the organization, a key role for AI could be to create a
virtual mapping of the complex IT environment often found in the banking sector
and its risks (G1).

The identification process relates to identifying and defining specific risks
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concerning AI. The results suggest that there is an increased requirement on
managers regarding certain knowledge, that AI requires continuous risk monitoring
and that banks require a standardized classification system of risks. AI requires
managers and product owners to gain a deeper understanding of how innovation
and regulations a↵ect the operations within the organization to be knowledgeable
enough and qualified to identify potential risks. Regulations such as DORA and
AI Act will serve as tools for organizations to cope with the security demands
linked to AI (The European Commisson 2022; Scott 2021). Part of these increased
requirements on knowledge is due to the rise of Open Banking, which forces banks
to integrate with third-party systems and comes with risks as well (Council of the
European Union and European Parliament 2015). Furthermore, AI systems require
a continuous systematic risk identification approach to combat, since most AI
solutions are trained through supervised learning. An organization’s approach to
risk management greatly impacts its performance (Sheedy and Lubojanski 2018),
and a way to streamline the identification process is to categorize the potential
risks. The interviewees agree with the categorization of financial and non-financial
risks for the banking sector that is presented in the literature (Kanchu and Kumar
2013; Syed Shah 2019). The categorization of systemic, systematic and specific risks
by Zéghal and El Aoun (2016) or the categorization of internal and external risks
(Spidalieri and Kern 2014) are other alternatives. In contrast to these classification
systems, the primary data proposes classification systems based on the severity of
the risk. Lastly, the employment of discussion forums helps the organization make
these categorizations internally.

5.1.3 Assessment

The first assessment of risks should take place before the decision to either procure or
develop an AI solution (F2). Risk management is not only the act of managing the
current situation but to prepare for future situations. Therefore, a comprehensive
requirements analysis and requirements specification have to be made before the
installation of an AI-driven solution (A1; A2; A3; C1). The requirements that the
decision-maker has to take into consideration include both regulatory and compliance
regulations that follow laws and industry policies (A2:A4), and the bank’s internal
requirements which could involve performance KPIs, security, code, etc (A1; A3; A5;
C1). Furthermore, universal requirements cannot be established for all AI solutions,
respondent C1 compares a co↵ee maker and a firewall as an analogy. Although they
might not be AI-driven, the point is that the context in which the product is being
used will largely impact the measurements that have to be taken when assessing
risks regarding the product. This approach is also supported by the upcoming AI
Act:

“...what they have done there (AI Act) is that they have said this with a risk-based
approach, that systems with high risks should have large requirements and systems
with low risks simply have fewer requirements, which is a reasonable attitude.” - B1

This risk-based approach also indicates that the decision-makers themselves have
to make proper assessments of whether certain solutions bear significant risk or
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not. To do so, many di↵erent competencies are needed, since di↵erent people with
di↵erent competencies are aware of di↵erent kinds of risks (A2). This is prominent
when classifying the risks according to the dividing of financial and non-financial
risks (Kanchu and Kumar 2013; Syed Shah 2019). Many financial risks have to
be identified by economists or the company management while non-financial risks
have to be assessed by specialists within each subcategory. It is important to
evaluate the inventory of competencies within the organization and identify what
competencies are needed to perform a complete risk assessment (D1).

When training AI models it is important that the data that is being used is
verified and unbiased (Thisarani and Fernando 2021). Bias in AI-driven solutions is
one of the most significant operational risks (A2). The financial sector is reluctant
to use AI to optimize margins and reduce financial risks, however these types of
AI solutions carry significant risks in terms of bias (D1). To assess risks regarding
the bias of an algorithm, manual processes utilizing specific tools and methods
could be used to assess explainability and bias in both dataset, code and results
(A5; D1). Also, it is important to ask if the dataset used is extensive enough (A4).
Regarding methods and tools used for assessment, an example could be brought up
regarding analyzing the accuracy of AI models that have the purpose of following
certain indices related to the stock market, where banks are not provided with the
actual code for the index (E1). The bank refers to papers to build their own AI
models to follow the indices and must thereafter manually test and compare the
results of the AI with the actual index provided by the index providers such as
SP and Nasdaq. This assessment process is built on continuous improvement and
is a way of mitigating the risk of providing wrongfully developed index funds to
the customers, which could turn out to be very costly. This makes the statement
by respondent A1 regarding banks wanting to categorize all risks as financial risks
more understandable. Potential financial losses have to be taken into consideration
when assessing risks that initially would be categorized as non-financial. This also
applies to the risks associated with failing to comply with certain regulations:

“In my work, no major consideration is given directly to financial risks, I would
say, but it is more about us having to be compliant. It would be a financial risk if

we were to receive a large fine” - F1

One thing that makes AI di�cult and expensive to implement is that the AI
must comply with all the regulations applied for regular technology systems and
AI-specific regulations. Therefore, the competencies needed in the assessment
process need to have an understanding of legal competencies regarding GDPR and
the upcoming DORA as well as specific knowledge regarding the new AI Act (B1;
F2). The AI Act will impose challenges in the assessment process as legal personnel
that possesses the competencies needed to interpret the regulations usually lack
the now necessary knowledge regarding mathematics, statistics, programming
and technology. Furthermore, implementing further regulations will serve as a
hindrance to the scalability of the solution. There are many regulations such as
the NIS directive and the Swedish Financial Supervisory Authority’s regulations
that mostly serve the same purpose but are formulated di↵erently. Making risk
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assessments that take into account both are di�cult and resource-intensive (G1).

An issue that also occurs is that regulations and control documents are used
as some kind of boxes to tick o↵, without actually investigating whether the risk
is mitigated or not (A4). An example is anonymization of the dataset used to
train AI-models. It is mandatory to anonymize the data and although it looks
anonymized at first glance, it could be traced back with extensive e↵orts. This
poses a huge risk for a bank when it for instance uses scrambled customer data
to train a third-party AI-model and it turns out the customers’ identities could
be traced. Worst case scenario would be if this kind of sloppy assessment of just
ticking a box, without realizing the data is not well enough anonymized, could
lead to third-party organizations or governments outside of the EU getting hold of
peoples’ personal data. To avoid this by only choosing third-party providers that
comply with GDPR is not always an option since many AI-driven solutions are only
provided by American companies (A2). Also, all risks have to be analyzed but part
of the assessment process is realizing that all risks cannot be completely eliminated
and being able to assess severity and likelihood is important:

“Risks need to be analyzed. It is not all risks that you actually need to do
something about, but to know which (risks) you can accept or which you must do
something about, you must analyze them, then you must understand which threat

actors you have.” - A3

“it is possible to mitigate in di↵erent ways so it is di�cult to answer how we
mitigate risks, but it is a combination of ’can we even mitigate the risk?’ and after
we have potentially mitigated the risk, ’have we mitigated it completely or have we
only done so partially?’ And if we have done it partially, ’can we live with the risk

that remains?’.” - C1

Both respondents realize that risk assessment has to balance multiple factors.
Sometimes, the risks are too significant and a solution not utilizing AI is a better
alternative. Understanding what is possible to accomplish with AI does not entail
that something has to be accomplished with AI (D1). An example would be NLP
models, used to create and interpret text and speech. The risks of attackers utilizing
them for harmful causes are often too high. In other cases, the risks are more
closely related to the customer rather than the organization, so it is important to
make the risk assessment from the point of view of all stakeholders involved (A4).

The assessment phase relates to the processes of assessing the severity of
risks and the measures needed to be taken. When implementing AI in banking, it
is important to realize all possible risks, which can be facilitated by incorporating
multiple di↵erent competencies, having good communication and a standardized
system for classifying risks. The data highlights having a wide range of di↵erent
competencies, resulting in a comprehensive requirements analysis. Additionally,
communication between these competencies has to be promoted. For instance, that
regulatory compliance is viewed more as a box to tick than an essential process.
The results also exemplifies the limited understanding on the impact of bias when
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developing AI, both in terms of financial risks such as fines and non-financial
risks such as damaged trust. The assessment team needs to know the type of
risks identified in the literature, such as Kupper’s (2000) categorization of credit
risks, market risks, and operational risks. For regulatory compliance, investing in
RegTech software would encourage the legal and technical teams to work more
closely (Arner, Barberis, and Buckey 2016). The results demonstrate a strive for
closer collaborations between di↵erent departments. Investing in techniques that
create interactions between di↵erent departments could lead to long-term benefits.
Developing standardized stories to facilitate communication is also preferred
according to the results. The entrepreneurial approach most banks have today,
and their desire for an agile approach, means that the organization is constantly
evolving (Niemand et al. 2021). By letting each member of the team write a
standardized story on how processes work from their perspective, organizations can
start to create a standardized terminology. Since the classification of risks can be
done in a multitude of ways as seen in the literature (Zéghal and El Aoun 2016;
Deltuvaitė 2012), documenting these processes creates continuity.

5.1.4 Decision and Action

The final step of the DRMF is the decision-making process of how risks should
be mitigated and the implementation of these actions. These decisions are made
based on the information gathered during the risk management process, along
with the challenges that have been identified. A major challenge when trying
to mitigate bias is that the process of identifying and verifying data is done
manually (D1; E1). Organizations can implement a reporting tool to let customers
raise concerns that they have been mistreated due to bias. Besides mitigating
customers’ concerns, this process helps the organization create a continuous
feedback loop that answers the questions: “how can we improve our systems to
make sure this never happens again?” (B1). There are early versions of AI tools
to help develop explainability for the data that organizations could use. These
systems could be used to mitigate the negative e↵ects of other AI systems by
automating the decision process (D1). While using AI systems in this way could
be beneficial internally, organizations must verify their trustworthiness (A2; B1; F1).

Organizations must comply with regulations and maintain an extensive validation
process involving third parties to mitigate bias and retaining fairness and
transparency (F1). The field of RegTech is still developing but shows promise in
its capability to create e↵ective tools for regulatory compliance (Ivanoski et al.
2017). Although, due to a lack of compliant suppliers in Sweden, systems are
developed in-house. Emulating the capabilities of existing products is an ongoing
improvement process, that is far from complete (A2). Thus, decision-makers
have to develop good competence management that can understand how decisions
a↵ect product development from a technical and business perspective (A3; B1).
It is recommended to standardize the identification process of all regulatory
requirements by performing information modeling (A2; A4). GDPR does provide
good guidelines for what sort of assessment process the bank needs to have (A4; F2).
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By combining the guidelines with a model for understanding the interrelations, AI
implementations can become more successful. For an AI system to be successfully
implemented, managers must be able to consider what role humans will have, and
how they interact with the system (D1). As A4 states:

“I think that in general, the banking sector is bound by tradition, meaning that
business decisions can be slow and that changes take time” - A4

Regardless of the type of business, the risk of implementing this innovation needs to
be taken into consideration. Otherwise, the organization risks becoming defensive
towards change. This can be achieved by clearly presenting how AI will reshape
the organization to become more e↵ective, but more importantly, managers need to
present how the role of humans will change (B1). However, this is also true in the
opposite direction, meaning that departments will have to explain to management
how AI can transition their businesses, and how it can make the organization more
secure and e�cient (A4). Acquiring the right set of metrics to provide context
for management is often di�cult, due to restricted access to good quality data
within the organization (F2; G1). Oftentimes, parts of the data are unavailable due
to ine�cient authorization management, meaning that developers are left with an
incomplete analysis of the organization’s activities and that their measurements are
unrepresentative (G1). Managers must be aware that decisions based on statistical
data concerning AI can be flawed since they could include confirmation bias (B1). It
is also important that information within an organization has been classified based
on its sensitivity and value (A3). Deciding what information should be available for
data scientists when developing AI systems demands a great understanding of how
the organization operates. As A3 states:

“Regardless of the product, innovation will always have elements of immatureness
to it, and information security and AI will, of course, have a big influence on each

other, meaning that people will have to take this into consideration” - A3

This also relates to the data used in AI systems. Acquiring data, from internal
and external sources, is challenging due to the lack of a standardized system
for categorizing and managing data (E1; G1). While this is an example on the
immatureness of AI, the value of the data can improve by using machine learning
systems to interpret unstructured data (E1). The value of an AI system lies not
only in the data it uses but in the algorithms used to execute the system as well.
Organizations must protect their algorithms since most demand a vast amount of
resources to train and evaluate (D1; F1). Besides the risk of external actors trying to
manipulate or steal the systems (Spidalieri and Kern 2014), this ties back to how the
organization authorizes access to information. When deciding on how to mitigate
the risks of a potential vulnerability, organizations often discuss how access can be
restricted, for instance by implementing multi-factor authentication (C1). However,
for AI to be successful, management has to take strategic decisions that include risks
and as B1 states:

“They (decision-makers) have to be open to the idea that it will not be perfect the
first time, it is still new technology. . . and once you are aware of its flaws, act in

response to it and are cautious towards it, you will see results” - B1
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This relates to another challenge discussed in this chapter, regarding communication
between di↵erent competencies within an organization. While organizations could
try to establish standardized communication channels, for instance by creating
business capability models (D1), it is also important to nurture uno�cial channels.
Risk management relates to the ability to share both long-term strategic information
and short-term, day-to-day knowledge (G1). Performing joint awareness seminars,
e-learning programs, or providing guidebooks could be e↵ective in developing
uno�cial communication channels, while at the same time providing sta↵ an insight
into risk management and security (A5; C1; G1). Additionally, focusing on
educating the organization on the functionalities of AI standardizes the terminology
when discussing product requirements (A1). As C1 states:

“I believe that awareness is the key to success. . . information security should not
only be used to prevent actions, it should also enable actions. It should be simple

and user-friendly for everyone” - C1

Hopefully, this could lead to a more proactive approach to security throughout the
organization (A5). Awareness and development of a common language used when
discussing AI is critical. AI as a field is complex, and by using a shared terminology
when presenting to decision-makers what has gone wrong or needs improving,
organizations can reduce misunderstandings (A2). Moving forward, it will lead to
more closely linked integration between di↵erent competencies (A4).

The three major themes the results introduce regarding the decision-making
process are regulatory compliance, strengthening of communication channels,
and awareness of consequences. When making decisions organizations need to
ensure that they comply with regulations. Information modeling could be used to
standardize regulatory compliance and GDPR could be used for the categorization
of regulations. The literature suggests the proposed AI Act to be specifically
developed to help organizations achieve regulatory compliance (Townsend 2021;
The European Commisson 2022). Another alternative would be specific RegTech
solutions that automate the regulatory screening process, streamlining the risk
management process and consequently allowing faster decision-making (Bharadwaj
2019; Arner, Barberis, and Buckey 2016). Furthermore, the data state that
managers have to understand the e↵ects of their decision-making. A part of that is
to understand how employees or customers will be a↵ected. The literature discusses
cases where customer data is being collected and stored by AI-driven systems
(Deloitte 2018; Caron 2019), making changes that put this data at risk has to be
recognized. The same reasoning applies to employee data (Wilkens 2020). Chan et
al. (2019) argue that the e↵ect AI has on people could be positive as well, which
also has to be taken into consideration by managers. Therefore, the quality of the
data on which decisions are based must be assessed, since the data could be of
poor quality or biased. Standardizing the categorization of data could facilitate
the assessment process and improve decision-making. Lastly, it is important to
promote awareness and strengthen communication channels within the organization
according to results. This improves overall communication between competencies
by creating a shared terminology, helping decision-makers encounter di↵erent
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perspectives while lowering the risk for miscommunication. Paltrinieri et al. (2014)
discuss the importance of constant communication amongst stakeholders, in this
case it is amongst the di↵erent competencies within the organization that all could
bring valid knowledge to the table in the decision-making process.

5.2 Multi-Level Perspective

This section presents the results in relation to the MLP approach, to answer the
second research question. Consequently, the purpose of the section is to identify
and analyze how the introduction of AI solutions’ impact risk management in the
banking sector using a MLP approach. This is done by analyzing how AI shifts the
socio-technical systems into a new regime using the three analytical levels of MLP
described by Geels (2012). This process is visualized in Figure 5.1, based on the
study’s presented results.

Figure 5.1: Illustration of the deciding factors establishing the socio-technical shift
at regime level.

5.2.1 Landscape

Moving forward, respondents expect their operations to become more digital and
that AI will have a larger role in society (A5; D1). As discussed in previous chapters,
ML algorithms have two valuable components, the data and the algorithm itself.
This is true regardless of the context in which AI is used, but the sensitivity of
the banking sector and its role in society means that both components need to be
protected (D1). Actors with access to this valuable data will be an increasingly
attractive target for external actors interested in the data and the algorithm.
Performing background checks on systems administrators not only during the hiring
process but also periodically during employment, is a necessity (A2). The data
itself also needs to be reviewed periodically, since many actors lack an overview
of the dataset, what data is available and how to update the data (A4). Besides
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the regulatory demands related to this, understanding the data is also necessary to
develop more advanced models. As A4 states:

“. . . data protection tends to have to do with everything, such as the amount of
data needed (when developing AI) and what can be defined as high enough quality
data, especially when discussing advanced systems for automated decision-making

and credit profiling” – A4

Increasingly advanced NLP models will be able to provide a more fluid AI-driven
customer service experience to Swedish-speaking customers (D1). Chatbots and
other AI-driven softwares have not seen wide adoption in any aspect of society, partly
due to the inability to su�ciently emulate human interaction with today’s technology
(B1; C1). Once more mature, these systems could be a potential vulnerability (D1).
While attacks using AI are considered uncommon today (A1), the introduction
of more advanced NLP models could make it easier to implement. In general,
organizations should be aware of this trend and review how resilient their fraud
detection systems and ID authorization processes are. These processes require a lot
of resources in terms of sta↵ but will be essential to mitigate automated AI-driven
attacks. In contrast to other external threats, such as hacking groups consisting
of employees with limited working hours, AI systems will be able to attack at any
time (A3). Thus, a critical aspect in managing risks of AI will be dedicated to
the assessment of current processes, to proactively mitigate vulnerabilities. This
assessment requires knowledge and infrastructure that can be hard to acquire and
often lacking in the sector (A2; E1). As G1 states:

“There are no clear guidelines or regulations regarding information sharing. . .
while banks have identified a necessity to share information between di↵erent
actors, we (the sector) want to engage government authorities to alleviate

interaction” – G1

If actors were willing to share data and information on the security of AI, it could
be easier to take proactive risk management decisions. In terms of regulations,
while they are becoming more robust regarding security and AI, for instance, due
to GDPR, DORA, and the AI Act (A4), there is a gap in the current set of
standards regarding how organizations deal with the ethical aspects of security,
such as bias and fairness (D1; G1). A di�cult aspect is determining what is
meant by fairness, and what can be considered discriminating. Answers to these
questions cannot be determined internally by a technical team (B1). Instead, they
are changing constantly based on current societal discussions, and the banking sector
must acknowledge how these discussions influence its products. The newly proposed
AI Act will potentially have a big impact on how AI is developed in the banking
sector. As D1 states:

“. . . it (the AI Act) will make it a lot harder to develop the type of AI that is
sensitive (for manipulation and bias), however, it is also this type of AI that has
the largest impact, and what companies have the most to gain on in terms of

e�ciency” – D1
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Harsher regulation could lead to fewer companies trying to develop AI systems,
since there will be larger consequences if the systems malfunction (D1). However,
they lead to a larger trust in the approved systems and the decisions they make,
since the systems will be of higher quality (A4; D1). At the same time, balancing
between further development and the risk of regulatory punishments will have a
larger impact on decision-makers when looking to implement AI. Actors must also
consider the complexity of the regulatory landscape. Several respondents discuss
di�culties in regulatory compliance, as the list of stakeholders to which actors
need to report to is extensive. In some instances, these authorities have di↵erent
interpretations of the same phenomena (A2; A4; G1). Sometimes, reports to
di↵erent government agencies even overlap (G1). Performing a stakeholder analysis
is essential but organization must have a rich understanding of multiple technical
and legal aspects, which can be di�cult in practice (A2; F2; G1). Creating faster
communication channels between the private and public sectors could alleviate some
of the strains of implementing AI. The interplay between the public and private
sectors is unique and can be viewed by the impact innovation has on the sector and
its surrounding. In the same way, the success of innovation is based on both direct
and indirect influences from society, such as the perception of technology and its
trustworthiness. For instance, the increasing frequency of cyber attacks in several
industries is driving banks to invest more in information security (B1; C1; F2).

Another aspect organizations must consider when implementing AI is how
the use of these systems is motivated, both internally and externally. Oftentimes,
the demands di↵er between the department responsible for buying AI systems
or deciding to implement them and the ones responsible for the implementation
(C1; F1). AI is at an early stage of di↵usion, meaning that most people will have
a di↵ering understanding of what it means and how it can be used (B1). The
organizational adjustments required to implement AI will take time and present
challenges as people adjust their perspectives (A4). The term AI is now used in
a similar way that digitalization was used previously, to describe how business
processes can be improved, without an understanding of how it will happen (D1).
It is vital to manage the expectations of AI in the risk management process, by
giving decision-makers enough understanding of the innovation. Everyone should
be able to learn the basics of AI, which is not taught today in most organizations
(B1; F2). While a complete democratization of AI may not be feasible due to its
complexity and scope (F2), actors have a responsibility to ensure they understand
how these types of products will a↵ect their customers and consequently society.

To summarize, the results identify the perception and knowledge of AI as
two major themes. Regulations play a large role in terms of managing the risks of
AI and increasing explainability (Arner, Barberis, and Buckey 2016; OECD 2019).
The AI Act will a↵ect how AI is viewed and the results suggest that regulations will
increase the public’s trust in AI. Besides regulations, the view on AI is also impacted
by social norms, such as what is considered fair, or discriminating. Looking at
previous di↵usion’s of innovations in the banking sector, the shift towards digital
banking was driven by the need for change after the financial crisis in 2008 (Alt,
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Beck, and Smits 2018). Similarly, the data suggest that the increasing frequency
of cyber threats sped up the development of extensive security departments at
banks, also stated by Dupont (2019). Using this logic, widespread adoption of AI is
dependent on both internal and external actors acknowledging the need for AI and
viewed by society as a natural part of the decision-making process. The literature
suggest that a lack of visibility from the public is a reason for why cyber threats are
not managed appropriately and the same could be true for AI and its risks (Bruijn
and Janssen 2017).

The results also identify the importance of accessibility and understanding of
data along with how data should be shared. Both aspects demand a great
understanding of the impact data could have, both positively and negatively.
Raising awareness of data security has been identified in the results and by
literature as a necessity (Pendley 2018). One aspect of this to consider is the
interplay between the private banking sector and the public sector. As Carr (2016)
states, there is a need for a transparent partnership in which both sides acknowledge
their accountability for their role in data security. Actors in the banking sector
express a desire to to alleviate communications with regulators, an example of
the unique relationship the sector has with government authorities . Their role in
society means that it has some level of influence over the development of regulations,
and actors should strive to work together to create a common foundation for how
data used for AI is accessed and shared, both internally and externally.

5.2.2 Regime

This section is divided based on the regime aspects that a↵ect AI implementation,
these being culture, policies and regulations, industry and technology.

Culture
From the perspective of culture, the resulting themes related to the respondents’
views on changing work processes, improved awareness regarding AI, the
importance of communication, and the impact of bias. Understanding how the
internal organization functions was identified by several respondents as a key action
for a successful implementation of a new product(A1; A2; A4). The hierarchical
structure of banks means that the policy decisions made by the board must be
integrated into the organizational operations. This requires a deep understanding
of how people view changes (A4; B1; E1). Managers need to acknowledge how AI
evolves within the organizations. The benefit of this innovation oftentimes occur in
another department than where the data used for ML is collected. Educating the
entire organization on the e↵ects of AI can nurture a culture where departments are
incentivized to share data (B1; C1; D1). Several respondents discuss the change in
perspective that happen when new generations of employees enter the organization.
For banks, this has led to a cultural shift towards a technical perspective rather
than strictly financial (A2; A4; C1; E1). They also said that this process can be
di�cult to accelerate. As E1 states:

“... my industry (the banking sector) is very cautious, I would even say
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conservative, when it comes to innovation in general. Many people say: this works
fine, why should we deviate from it? “- E1

This would indicate that the success of an implementation is dependent on the
organization’s ability to see the value of change. While there are several documented
ways AI can improve processes, managers need a strategy that raises awareness of
their importance (Sarker, Hoque, et al. 2021) (D1; E1). Prioritizing awareness of not
only AI but also risk management and security within the organization is necessary
to evolve the way people perceive innovation within the sector (A4, A5; B1; C1).
As stated by A4:

“An initial challenge (when implementing AI) is tackling people’s skepticism
towards change. To get answer questions such as: Is the system better at making

decisions than me? Can I trust it?” - A4

Most actors have established departments working on awareness from a security
perspective but lack the same type of focus when it comes to innovation (C1; G1).
Besides increasing the headcount, the departments need to gain knowledge on how
these products work and how to educate the rest of the organization (A3; B1).
Educating the organization oftentimes relates to finding e�cient ways to illustrate
and explain your actions and the goals of the change (A5; B1; G1). However, as
stated by Kaya, Schildbach, and Schnedier (2019), the benefits of AI are sometimes
exaggerated. Several respondents viewed AI as a buzzword, an overused word that
lacked concrete use cases (A4; B1; C1; F1). Oftentimes, this is due to the perceived
immatureness of the products (B1). Creating a culture in which AI is valued based
on what it can do presently instead of focusing on its potential could be a goal
when raising awareness in the organization.

The introduction of AI also leads to changes in the ways organizations communicate.
In general, communication between IT departments and the rest of the banking
organizations is still developing. Finding a common terminology is an ongoing
challenge when implementing AI products since the gap in knowledge between the
legal, financial, and IT departments has to be bridged (A2; A4; C1 F2). Although,
some respondents stated that communication between, for instance, legal and IT
departments have not been a challenge. In these instances, having a strong purpose
has been vital, regardless of if it is related to AML, investment, or education
(B1; E1; F1; F2). Several respondents also highlighted that genuine interest
and willingness to learn as aspects that alleviated communication (A4; C1; D1).
Regardless, managers have a responsibility to incentivize departments to develop
communications. This will not only aid in developing improved AI products but
should also mitigate bias amongst individuals and the organization.

While Tschider (2018) and Girouard (2019) discuss the unintended bias that
currently exists in many AI-driven systems, respondents add that people tend to
trust decisions made by other humans more than decisions made by an AI system,
regardless of whether the AI’s decision is more accurate (A2; A4). Bias and its
negative consequences oftentimes counteract a business’s financial goal because it
creates unnecessary barriers toward potential customers and products and damages
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the company’s reputation (A2; B1). This ties back to managers’ understanding of
how the hierarchal structure of the organization function and the role bias plays
when translating policy decisions into daily activities. Barbosa and das Graças
Murici (2019) highlighted the need for cultural adaptation within the organization
for an AI implementation to succeed. Since the experiences of the organization and
the bias these experiences lead to a↵ect the organization negatively (E1), managers
must understand how to adapt their views on AI.

Policy and Regulation
The impact of policies and regulations on AI and security has been identified among
respondents as a key aspect of a successful implementation. Proposed policies
and regulations, such as the AI Act, DORA but also existing ones such as GDPR
and the ISO 27000 family of standards often classify the banking sector as highly
sensitive, receiving the strictest compliance demands (A1; A3; A4; A5; B1; D1; E1;
G1). This impacts the risk management process regarding data security since it
denies the use of probability assessments for decision-making (A1; A2; A4; F1). The
regulations also target less technical aspects, for instance avoiding discrimination,
and puts the responsibility on the product owner for the decisions made by an
AI system (A1; A4; E1; F2). In general, respondents viewed these regulations as
having a positive impact (C1; D1; E1; G1). As C1 and E1 state:

“... since it (regulations) does a lot of the work it saves us time. In that regard, I
instead view regulations as an enabler and hopefully, that will become even more

apparent in the future.” - C1

“The regulations coming at an EU level (The AI Act) are becoming more technical,
which we see as something positive.” - E1

The unique role the sector has in society does allow it to influence regulations.
This is often used to adapt the regulations, making them more e�cient in the
bank’s compliance processes (A4; G1). Combined with the positive expectations on
regulations, the concern raised by Kaya, Schildbach, and Schnedier (2019) regarding
the negative impact they have on AI could prove to be exaggerated. Instead, as B1
states:

“My experiences show that there is a low level of awareness of how extensive these
proposed regulations are” - B1

Several respondents discussed whether the industry fully understood the scope of the
proposed regulations and believed it could lead to a more streamlined development
process for AI and data security (A4, B1, D1; G1). However, respondents did
raise concerns regarding the applicability of regulations. In general, this challenge
relates to the ability to translate compliance demands in a scalable way within the
organization (A1; A2; A4; A5; E1; F2). At times, the internal policies created to
translate regulations lack essential elements to fully comply with requirements and
these gaps can be di�cult to spot (A2; A4). Additionally, current regulations are
often not designed with AI in mind, meaning that compliance controls often must
be done manually by a human (A2; A4; D1). This also relates to the transparency
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requirement in the decision-making process, for instance during credit assessment.
Improving the explainability of an AI-driven credit assessment is therefore essential,
a process that demands a lot of resources (A2; D1; E1; G1). While RegTech could
prove useful in automating these types of processes, as stated by Arner, Barberis,
and Buckley (2016), respondents note that it does not solve the underlying issue
of maintaining transparency and anonymization (A2; A4; C1 D1). Tokenisation,
a commonly used way to create anonymization by randomizing personal data,
often fails to truly mitigate all identifiable connections to the individual (A4; E1; F1)

Respondents also express a lack in regulations for how actors share information, for
instance regarding cyber threats or data security (A3; F2; G1). Current regulations
are often designed for traditional banking, meaning that the compliance demands
are ine↵ective when applied to automated financial services (A4; E1; F2). For
data-intensive processes such as ML systems, the lack of proper guidelines for
managing ethical aspects or data security aspects could ultimately slow down the
development of innovation (D1; F2). Several respondents discuss balancing between
innovation and complying with outdated or ine�cient regulations (A4; B1; F2),
similar to Truby, Brown and Dahdal (2020). There are also conflicting demands
depending on di↵erent regulations that lead to conflict during compliance. As A4
states:

“The AML regulations demand actors to collect as much information as possible to
make the necessary judgments (whether actors are performing criminal activities)
while GDPR state that we should only collect the most fundamental data, as little

as possible” - A4

This demands coordination from actors within the sector, to communicate how both
existing and new regulations are interpreted. The regulatory technical standards
that will evolve due to the introduction of DORA and the AI Act will thus impact
the risk assessment of AI for many years (B1; G1).

Industry
The overall level of knowledge in the banking sector regarding AI and security
is identified among respondents as a major concern (A3; B1; C1; E1; G1). This
inadequacy could be divided into two categories; lack of specialist competencies and
lack of overall awareness and fundamental knowledge. The former implies that the
banking sector needs more people specializing in data science, AI and cybersecurity.
The fierce competition between actors regarding certain competencies and roles is a
sign on this (A3; F2; G1). Also, all data scientists do not possess the skills necessary
to become AI developers (D1). The lack of expertise does not come as a surprise as
banks are quickly transforming into IT-companies with more processes becoming
digital(Alt, Beck, and Smits 2018). An example area would be asset management,
where most jobs today are taken over by engineers, a trend which will continue as
ML is slowly becoming more prominent (E1). This switch to automation could be
strenuous for a bank from an organizational perspective, since teams now require a
di↵erent structure with a new set of competencies. Additionally, many of the AI
application developers and managers do not have a holistic understanding of the IT
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infrastructure in a bank (A3). This results in them not having the proper knowledge
regarding cybersecurity when developing AI applications. The second category
refers to the fact that the rest of the organization, including both management and
the employees in di↵erent departments, need to have a better understanding of the
risks associated with AI (A3; A5; B1). When asked what is missing in banking
today in regards to AI, respondent A3 answered:

“...I would put my finger on one thing and that is competence management. Those
who lead and control must understand what it is they want out of these functions

or in terms of safety.” - A3

A3 implies that to fully utilize AI, management must understand how to build
teams, recruit and procure competencies. Furthermore, AI brings risks concerning
all employees that can only be mitigated by increasing awareness and general
knowledge (A5), which correlates with the success the organization experiences
(Berkman et al. 2018). To make an organization good at utilizing the technology,
both management and specialists need to have the right training (D1). While
specialists need specific training in the development of ML systems, managers need
to understand what possibilities AI o↵ers for the organization to develop suitable
business models (B1; D1). For other employees, it is important to raise awareness of
the risks, and to do so organizations need to resort to learning techniques that make
the employees understand the importance of security without losing interest (A5;
G1). Rather than full- or part-time courses, the average employee would benefit
from nano learning systems and manuals that are easy to read and understand for
someone with no prior knowledge of data science or AI.

The banking sector is quite mature in terms of knowledge and technological
advancements in security, however, there is a discrepancy between larger and
smaller actors (A3; A5; G1). Although banks are competing with each other for
market share, collaboration within the field of security is important. G1 points out
that a cyber incident concerning a smaller bank could a↵ect the trustworthiness
of the whole sector, impacting the major banks negatively as well. de Bruijin
and Janssen (2017) comes to the same conclusion regarding potential reputational
damages an attack could cause but suggest that this instead incentivizes actors
to keep their information confidential. Furthermore, AI-specific risks are mostly
non-financial and new to the banks, meaning that some readjustments are needed
in their risk management and security approach. Banks have to deviate from their
aforementioned tendency of wanting to classify all risks as financial, however, they
are reluctant to do so. As A1 states:

“...they also have a long, long tradition and expertise in managing financial risks.”
- A1

Understandably, an organization prefers to work in a certain way because that is
what it is accustomed to, however, banks must eventually change their ways to cope
with technological change. The emergence of new technology makes it di�cult for
banks to map out their IT environment and has also resulted in customers becoming
more demanding in terms of data security and processes (G1). Furthermore, the
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existing IT-environment at especially larger banks usually consists of many legacy
systems that are not built to integrate with AI solutions, making AI di�cult to
implement and could expose other systems from a security point of view (A2;
A4; F2; G1). Older systems cannot cope with the requirements AI put on an
organization regarding bias and data protection (Tschider 2018; Wilkens 2020).
Also, banks need to put more emphasis and resources on explainability and overcome
the black-box phenomenon (OECD 2019). To do so, it is vital to understand the
underlying mechanism or model of an AI that is provided by a third-party
provider, something that is identified as a major challenge for people working with
information security (A1). Respondent D1 also points out that banks are being
required to maintain almost 100% uptime since the customers are dependent on the
bank’s services to always be available and that most AI solutions are very sensitive,
high-risk solutions. This forces the banks to take on immense measures from a risk
management perspective when implementing AI and challenges occur when trying
to identify a security approach that complies with both old and new technology (A3).

Technology
Introducing AI does not automatically make an application better, and banks do
not seem to base their procurement decisions on whether an application is AI-driven
or not. Instead, the main factor is the reputation of the product (C1). Having
concrete connections to increased business value is going to be a determining
factor for AI solutions becoming more common in the banking sector (A1; E1). An
example would be to show that a process can be automated, subsequently leading to
risk and cost reductions. Another challenge is to implement AI in new selling points
for the customer, because it is di�cult to prove the AI’s worth in that setting.
The bank has to convince the customer of the technology’s usefulness and security.
Furthermore, there has been a switch from preferring to develop AI in-house to
turning to third-party providers. The number of third-party providers o↵ering AI
solutions has significantly increased, making it cheaper for banks to utilize the
technology. The AI itself, however, poses challenges when being implemented.
An ongoing issue is the data-demanding nature of AI, that forces banks to use
American cloud solutions for data processing. Organizations are not allowed to
transfer customer data to foreign countries unless it is pseudonymized, which makes
processes complex and impedes the advancement of AI (A2; E1; F2). The option of
processing data in-house is less profitable, so the balancing act of complying with
regulations and fully taking advantage of the AI is critical. As F2 and F1 state:

“It is di�cult to surpass what the Cloud providers have to o↵er. They are quite few
but also extremely large, so there is no point for us in any case to bring in

tailor-made solutions or platforms...” - F2

“...it’s about exposing as little data as possible but still being able to do what we
need to be able to do...” - F1

The amount of data that AI solutions require to function properly increases the
number of sensors needed (C1; F1). This makes the product more complex to
implement and the whole IT system has to be taken into consideration during
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implementation. Also, the functionality of AI cannot be verified as easily as other
systems, since the person performing the verification needs to have access to all
data the AI has been exposed to (A2).

AI provides many possibilities to improve processes within a bank. It makes
it possible to automate simpler manual tasks, which will streamline the work
processes for di↵erent competencies (A4). Singh (2020) identifies seven aspects
within banking where AI can have a significant positive impact, with regulatory
compliance being one of them. Other aspects coincide with respondent E1’s
observations that AI is needed in the banking sector for monitoring processes that
other systems cannot handle. Furthermore, respondent D1 believes that RPA will
eventually change customer interaction. Since banks have so many customers, the
automation of customer interaction will have a great e↵ect on decreasing costs.
Although chatbots are yet to experience the success they could have, D1 considers
replacing cognitive functions in humans will be the greatest asset AI will provide.
The trend can already be observed today, with NLP systems interpreting human
language being used within banking for risk mitigation (Sarker, Hoque, et al. 2021).
In many cases, however, the best solution according to D1 is to combine AI and
human resources in handling tasks, as it usually results in the best accuracy. Kowert
(2017) and Zhi-min et al. (2020) agree on that statement, predicting that sort of
combination to become a common practice within organizations. This solution also
allows for easier implementation of AI from a regulatory perspective, as it is stated
in GDPR that AI cannot be used in decision-making processes without human
supervision (The European Parliament 2016).

An issue from a security perspective is that AI solutions come with all the
risks regular IT solutions include as well as AI specific risks (D1). These AI specific
risks often concern how the system is being used, which increases the requirement
for competencies and education (F2). However, AI could be used to mitigate these
risks as well as other outside threats. A3 points out that the severity of cyber
threats depends on what type of hackers are performing the attack. Since the
banking sector is a critical part of society the attackers are usually persistent, an
example would be a foreign authority trying to steal valuable information. AI
provides great tools for combating the continuously improving cyber attackers
taking place, by o↵ering flexibility, real-time decision-making, pattern recognition
and NLP (Dasgupta 2006; Guan and Ge 2017; Sarker 2021; Sarker, Hoque, et al.
2021; Georgescu 2020). Respondents G1 and A1 go as far as saying that AI,
nowadays, is needed to keep up with threats from a cybersecurity perspective. This
is something that the literature to some extent agrees on, with Nogueira (2006)
and Tyugu (Tyugu 2011) claiming that AI in some instances could be an absolute
necessity for keeping an organization secure from cyber attacks.

5.2.3 Niche

Multiple interview respondents identify bias to be one of the main risks associated
with AI-driven solutions (A2; A4; B1; D1; E1; F2), which coincides with the
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literature (Tschider 2018; Girouard 2019). What it entails is that recommending,
ranking or decision-making AI removes or incorrectly ranks data. It is acceptable
if it is done knowingly, but what happens in most cases is that the AI accidentally
build filters that the organization is unaware of leading to what would be considered
biased decision-making (A2). This issue derives from poor quality data being used
to train the AI model. Respondent F2 explains that to mitigate the risk of this
taking place, the financial institution he represents only uses data obtained within
the bank to train its models, in contrast to scraping data from the Internet and
other external sources. However, when bias in the AI occurs, it could result in
unfortunate ramifications, such as becoming discriminatory if it learns from humans
that are racist AI (A2). Another example would be that customers would experience
unfair treatment based on where they live, as respondents D1 and A4 state:

“And it can be that you train algorithms based on looking at zip codes for example,
that is, in this zip code there are only 30% who pay and in this zip code it is 80%
who pay on time. And then you will get a very low credit rating if you live in that
zip code. But it is not a fair way in society to assess creditworthiness, depending

on where you live.” - D1

“These kinds of algorithms that are used to map out criminal areas and which are
usually the result of biased leads to some people being besmirched as a result of

others. . . ” - A4

Further examples are being brought up by the interviewees. AI solutions used by
the human resource department for determining good job candidates face similar
challenges, where people with certain names or addresses could become victims
(D1). However, D1 claims that the most noteworthy issue in that specific case would
be the fact that it is usually next to impossible to define the “perfect candidate”,
meaning that good candidates will be left out even if the AI was trained properly.
Furthermore, if a certain candidate profile is preferred by the bank based on data
showing that that type of person is the best alternative, the organization and
potentially the whole banking industry would start converging towards cultural
monotony by only hiring certain types of personalities and profiles. One way to
mitigate bias is to use specific tools, that also could be AI-driven, to detect bias in
the dataset used for training the AI (D1). Another currently used method, which
contradicts Nasteski’s (2017) statement that unsupervised learning is superior to
supervised learning for mitigating bias, is to use supervised learning but to do it
with an iterative process, changing the input data until receiving the desired output
from the AI. These types of niche solutions force the banking sector to reevaluate
its risk management approach. A4 compares it to the GDPR and states:

“The GDPR talks about the risk for individuals and this has been a completely new
way of thinking for the organization, because they think mostly about what the risk

is for the organization” - A4

The banking sector on a regime level is forced to make changes to cope with specific
AI-driven niche solutions, especially when many of these niche solutions put the
same requirements on the organization. The data needed to train AI has to be
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classified (A3) and there has to be an adequate amount of data from multiple
departments available for training (B1), which forces the organization to become
more meticulous in its data storing and management processes. Furthermore, since
banks bear responsibility for individuals’ private information and finances and
influence the world economy, most of the risks that banks are subject to have to be
classified as more significant than those of other organizations (B1).

Some AI solutions a↵ect the organizational structure such that jobs might be
replaced by AI (D1). The trend set by the respondents is that internal processes
that the customer has no contact with, such as customer profiling, human resources,
AML, and building funds, have benefited more from the introduction of AI (E1;
F1). Singh (2020) identifies chatbots to be an AI-driven technology with the
potential to transform the banking sector. However, the respondents find that to
not be the case, as AI in customer interaction has not taken o↵ yet. This could be
because of the new risks associated with the customer that comes with these types
of solutions. Similarly, Zetzsche et al. (2020) identify AI-driven advisory services to
be potentially very beneficial, while posing a risk from the customer’s perspective.
Another reason would be that chatbots in particular have not turned out to be
financially beneficial for banks. Besides risk mitigation, profitability is a major
determinant when deciding to implement an AI-driven solution (E1). Furthermore,
Singh (2020) also identifies risk management to be a practice that could positively
be a↵ected by AI. Respondent C1 believes that penetration testing and Intrusion
Detection Systems could soon become completely AI-driven, which will have major
e↵ects on a bank’s risk management processes for software. The introduction of a
new technology o↵ers possibilities for banks to improve their processes but also for
attackers to improve theirs (A1; A3; B1; C1; D1). As C1 states:

“At the same time as we from the defense side are maturing and building better
products, attackers, i.e. the hackers, will refine their tools and their Modus

Operandi to attack us. So I think that while we are raising the bar, they are raising
the bar. . . ” - C1

In conclusion, the empirical results indicate that the three most noticeable themes
regarding AI’s impact on the banking sector from a niche perspective include bias,
change in organizational structure and processes, and new and improved threats
from attackers. These can all be found in the literature as well, with Tschider (2018)
and Girouard (2019) highlighting the risk of biases and discrimination, Singh (2020)
highlighting the potential benefits of new AI-driven solutions and Li and Zhang
(2017) and Dupont (2019) highlighting the rise of new threats. The niche level will
impact the work culture and processes within the bank through the requirements of
more precise data for AI training and the new risks regarding the customers. The
organizational structure is and will continue to face change, as employees will run the
risk of losing their jobs to an AI while other competencies will urgently be needed.
Banks will also have to improve their risk management and mitigation approaches
to cope with external threats associated with AI.
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6. Discussion

In this chapter, the results of the study are discussed. First, by presenting the
key findings. Secondly, the results are interpreted based on their correlations with
previous studies and relation to the research questions. Lastly, the managerial
implications in terms of recommended action and the limitations of the study are
discussed.

6.1 Overview

To reiterate the purpose of the study before discussing the results and analysis,
it can be divided into two parts. First, the current risk management and AI
implementation processes of the banking sector have been examined and analyzed
based on the e↵ects of AI implementations. This was done using the DRMF
framework, which allowed the study to analyze the e↵ects of AI during the
entire process. Secondly, the implementation of AI in the sector was analyzed
using the MLP approach. This would explain what impacts the success of the
implementation. By using di↵erent analytical levels, the study acknowledges a
diverse set of influences on AI, to give a comprehensive understanding of how the
banking sector’s current process both impacts AI and changes it. To summarize,
the two frameworks were chosen to provide the study with detailed insights into
the changes in risk management, while at the same time maintaining a holistic
perspective on the impact and development of AI.

Looking at the key findings of the analysis, the introduction of AI causes a
general widening of what risks must be mitigated. The analysis identifies demand
for further vertical integration within the organization, in which more competencies
are applied during risk screening. The DRMF favors a continuous risk management
process and the data suggest that risk categorization is critical at the identification
step since the field evolves rapidly (Paltrinieri et al. 2014). While the literature
o↵ers several ways to categorize risks, the data suggest that each organization
will have to develop its categorization process independently, to find the most
suitable alternative for them (Zéghal and El Aoun 2016; Spidalieri and Kern 2014).
Assessing the risk categorization process and suitable actions for mitigating the
risks demands a wide range of competencies. The data suggest that communication
is critical within assessment teams. Creating standardized stories for the assessment
process is one way to overcome the challenge. Lastly, the data suggests that it
is the responsibility of both managers and the rest of the organization to educate
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themselves on how AI will improve their business. The analysis identifies that, by
educating the entire organization, it can be easier for management to take strategic
risks leading to better implementations.

A key finding regarding the impact of AI on risk management in banking
using a MLP approach is related to the innovation’s perception. The data
suggest that the success of AI implementations is based on the public trusting
its decision-making capabilities. While literature suggests that regulations may
slow down the adoption of AI, the data suggest the opposite (Kaya et al. 2019).
The analysis identifies that the strict demands new regulations will set on the
bank sector may streamline the development process and lead to products that are
rigorous enough to be trusted by customers and society. Additionally, the data
identifies a need for standardized communication channels, both between actors
in the banking sector and public actors. This could create prerequisites for a
standardization of data categorization, leading to an increased supply of quality
data, a need identified in the literature and the results (Thisarani and Fernando
2021).

Furthermore, the data suggest that AI impacts several aspects at a regime
level. Besides highlighting the positive approach to new regulations, the analysis
identifies a lack of guidelines for how data is shared. It also expresses concerns
that too much trust is placed in newly proposed regulations to replace the
currently outdated and ine�cient ones. Creating a culture that disregards banking
organizations’ skepticism towards change, and can communicate the e↵ects of bias
in AI, is suggested by the data to be critical. It ties to the generally low level of
knowledge in the sector regarding AI and security that the data suggest, which
fits with the identified problem of the study (Sarker, Furhad, and Nowrozy 2021).
The findings also suggest that the challenges in implementing AI and the impact
on risk management vary depending on the prerequisites of the actor. In general,
mature actors in the banking sector face a di↵erent set of challenges compared to
new actors, but the trustworthiness of the entire industry is a↵ected if one actor
is attacked. Both literature and the data suggest that AI is data-intensive, and
vulnerable to attacks, meaning that risk management of AI demands high levels of
cooperation within the sector (Arner, Barberis, and Buckey 2016). The analysis
supports the literature that the matureness of AI systems needs to be improved to
be considered an asset for businesses (Hassani et al. 2020). Also, the data confirms
the literature’s statements that using a combination of AI systems and human
decision-making leads to the best results (Kowert 2017; Zhi-Min et al. 2020). AI
technology at a regime level, but also as a niche innovation, is suggested by data
to lead to extensive changes in the organizational structure and its processes. New
products have to be developed with the prospect of bias in mind, an analysis that
is supported in literature (Tschider 2018; Girouard 2019).
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6.2 Interpretations of Results

This section discusses the findings and their relation to previous literature. The
section begins by discussing the results related to risk management. This is followed
by discussing not only the impact AI has on the socio-technical system, but also the
impact the system has on the development of AI.

6.2.1 Changes in the Risk Management Approach

The findings regarding horizon screening suggest that AI implementation leads
to new types of risks for actors in the banking sector. While there are several
studies concerning the classification of financial and non-financial risks, the data
is conflicting concerning how non-financial risks are viewed among respondents
(Meshkova, Wawrzyniak, and Wójcik-Mazur 2018; Kanchu and Kumar 2013). In
general, respondents currently working in banks would view non-financial risks as a
natural part of the risk management process. Opposingly, respondents that did not
work directly at a bank instead stated that the sector would often try to translate
non-financial risks into financial risks. These conflicting opinions are not explicitly
expressed in the studied literature, by for instance Shah (2019) or Zarei (2011).
The findings suggest that actors translate all risks to financial due to their long
traditions of mitigating these types of risks, and several respondents state it could
be reasonable to do this.

Moving to the risk identification process, the results on the categorization of
risks relate to previous studies, by confirming that there are multiple successful
ways to execute this process (Leo, Sharma, and Maddulety 2019; Kupper 2000).
The upcoming DORA and AI Act do not only serve as regulations formed
to complement the current IT regulations but as well as guidelines for this
categorization. Furthermore, the results indicate that managers need a deeper
understanding on how these new regulations, as well as the implementation of AI,
will a↵ect the organization and the industry as a whole. This could be because a
great amount of data is processed by most AI systems, and the potential exposure
of data serves as a new major risk to take into consideration. Furthermore, the
self-learning attribute of AI systems is also a completely new phenomenon for most
managers. It implies that AI can overtime be trained improperly and bias could
occur long after the system was first implemented. Therefore, the identification
process for AI cannot be a one-time process but must be continuous. Some interview
respondents explain that manual testing must be performed regularly while others
suggest that specific AI solutions could be used to continuously screen the main
AI system for defective data or abnormal behavior. Nevertheless, the ever-evolving
nature of AI forces organizations to implement a continuous risk identification
process.

The results suggest that a major theme regarding risk assessment of AI is to
include di↵erent competencies. The technology is often very complex and has the
purpose of processing people’s personal data, which makes the scope of di↵erent
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risks it exposes itself to very broad. Analyzing financial risks regarding AI requires
not only personnel with financial education but also legal competence to make
sure that regulations are not breached that could result in fines and data scientists
to make sure that there are no defects in the code that could lead to financial
losses. AI systems are also more prone to non-financial risks in comparison to
other software since there is a potential for bias. Therefore, the team assessing
risks has to include someone with knowledge of ethical risks, not to mention the
legal competencies needed to make sure that regulations are, again, not breached.
Multiple consultants specializing in security pointed out the comprehensiveness of
the requirement analysis to be important, with one highlighting that organizations
construct entire teams of di↵erent competencies to deal with the risk assessment
process for AI solutions. The respondent also proposes standardized stories to
be a solution. Overall, the results indicate that good communication between
competencies is vital and the broad scope of risks within the banking sector and
AI, that is shown by the literature, requires knowledge within many di↵erent areas
of expertise. Lastly, the wide range of di↵erent types of applications for AI that
is brought up in the literature indicates that di↵erent AI solutions bring di↵erent
risks. Therefore, specifically assembled teams are needed for each risk assessment
process.

The results regarding regulatory compliance in the decision and action step,
suggest that it is important for the decision-makers to fully understand the
regulations which must be followed. The literature proposes specific RegTech
solutions as a tool for streamlining the process (Bharadwaj 2019). However,
these solutions do not seem to be enough, as the actual risk management
process has started before the AI is even up and running. Multiple respondents
identify a general knowledge gap regarding laws and regulations within the teams
working on developing and managing AI systems and implementing security
measures. This could lead to the development of AI systems that are faulty from
a compliance perspective, requiring costly measures to be fixed. This highlights
the importance of strengthening communication within the organization. The
decision-makers need not only access to personnel with di↵erent competence but
also to understand them correctly. Respondents discuss di↵erent ways to establish
a shared terminology within the organization with the use of educational programs
and tools and developing uno�cial communication channels. Lastly, the awareness
of consequences decision-makers must have is brought up. The literature and the
primary data showcase various areas of use for AI where di↵erent stakeholders are
a↵ected, examples would be chatbots or credit scoring systems a↵ecting the bank’s
customer and ML algorithms used for creating equity funds that a↵ect the stock
exchange (Zetzsche et al. 2020). Additionally, the organization itself will always be
a↵ected by the AI solution and decisions related to it, although the exact impact
will vary.
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6.2.2 The Societal and Organizational Impacts on AI

The findings on the relationship between AI innovation in the banking sector and
the socio-technical landscape reveal a strong correlation related to the perception
of AI. Previous studies show that this trend has happened before and that the
adoption of innovation has been sped up by either external or internal events,
such as the financial crisis of 2008 or cyber attacks (Alt, Beck, and Smits 2018;
Hollis 2007). The findings confirm that the same will most likely be true for AI
adoption, meaning that it is vital that AI is perceived by not only organizations
but also by customers and partners as a necessity. The findings also suggest that
the introduction of AI as a rapidly evolving technology necessitates fast and reliable
communication channels at a landscape level. Previous studies state that the
increasing digitalization has led to an expansion of the banking sector’s network,
making it more complex to include more government authorities, new FinTech
actors and new services (Alt, Beck, and Smits 2018; Davies et al. 2016; Uzunca,
Rigtering, and Ozcan 2018). The findings add that the sector at a network level
must develop guidelines for sharing data, both to improve AI systems and be
updated on the latest cyber threats. To conclude, the increasing computational
capabilities of new AI products will lead to more use cases. These products
face harsh demands not only from regulations but also from public perception.
Therefore, the success is based not only on how organizations can motivate the use
of AI internally, but also on how well they can cooperate with their stakeholders to
deliver products that improve their processes while at the same time are secure.

As evident in the data, the socio-technical shift that occurs at a regime level
as innovation is introduced both impacts and is impacted by several aspects. For
AI, one of these aspects is culture. The findings identify a need to shift what can
be considered the banking sector’s culture towards change. While previous studies
state that the sector is becoming more entrepreneurial and focused on innovation,
this does not seem to translate well in practice (Niemand et al. 2021). However, a
positive aspect is that several respondents, both among those working at a bank
currently and those who do not, highlight this phenomenon, indicating that the
sector is aware of this issue. Thus, a critical first step to mitigating the issue is
already in progress, and decision-makers have a responsibility to be well informed
on how their decisions impact the organization, and to create a culture that accepts
these changes. The findings suggest that changes can be accepted both internally
and externally if the change is properly motivated and the transition has a clear
structure. Previous studies use Open Banking as a good example of this, while
the findings suggest that the changes related to new regulations are welcomed
(Laplante and Kshetri 2021). While this positive attitude toward a shift in policies
and regulations aid organizations, it is important to manage expectations. Similar
to the expectations of AI, regulations such as DORA and the AI Act have not
realized their potential, and it will be up to individual actors to translate them to
fit into the organization’s processes.
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6.2.3 The Industrial and Technical impact of AI

The data suggest that there is a lack of knowledge and competencies within the
banking sector concerning AI and security. The general digitization of banks
might not be reflected as clearly in their sta↵ and organizational structure as it
is in their products, services and internal processes. Although the sta↵ knows
how to use the new AI-driven systems, there are still gaps in knowledge regarding
security aspects specific to AI. Overall, the industry must become more educated,
the general sta↵ needs to know how to act following AI while decision-makers
on all levels must understand how the dimensions on an organizational level
must change to properly manage the emergence of AI. According to the data,
the implementation of AI systems will also lead to some processes within a
bank becoming more time and resource consuming while others become more
streamlined. The increased requirement of high-quality data in great amounts will
force banks to implement new processes for data gathering and storing within all
departments, and therefore change the mindset of employees on all levels regarding
collecting and managing data. Decision-makers implementing AI are therefore
obligated to have a complete understanding of what a specific AI solution is going
to require from its environment regarding data, supporting process and software,
security measures and other resources. However, the technology also o↵ers great
opportunities to automate manual tasks such as di↵erent screening processes and
customer interaction, exemplified in both the primary and secondary data (K. Singh
2020). Therefore, the application of AI could contrarily decrease the required data,
processes and resources. Whether AI technology will be worth implementing or
not will thus be case specific, and the decision-maker needs to gather all relevant
information needed to make that assessment.

The results indicate that bias in some fashion could potentially be a risk for
most, if not all, AI-driven systems. The literature mentions that using unsupervised
learning is a method for mitigating bias but the primary data shows that it in
practice is not enough (Nasteski 2017). Looking at the situation from a long-term
perspective, organizations would most likely benefit from investing in workforce
training as well as creating internal policies regarding how to cope with bias.
Organizations today use various methods to combat bias, with a lot of resources
being consumed by external consultants. The standardization of bias identification
processes within the organization would also be less resource-intensive in the long
run. Furthermore, respondents claim that AI solutions targeting internal processes
have an easier time succeeding than those directed towards customers. While
the literature anticipates AI-driven customer interaction tools such as chatbots to
flourish, the data suggest that they are too susceptible to manipulation (K. Singh
2020). Banks should therefore not count on their customer service departments to
become completely automated within the near future, but rather aim to maximize
their internal processes with the help of AI. Both the primary and secondary
sources propose multiple future use cases for AI within the bank, clearly showing
that there is still much that can be done in terms of optimization by using the
technology (K. Singh 2020; Kaabi and Jallouli 2019). Consequently, a continuous
increase in new FinTech actors o↵ering automation of internal processes should be
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expected, further a↵ecting the organizational structures and processes of banks and
continuing the trend of outsourcing rather than developing in-house.

6.3 Managerial Implication

This section summarizes the results and analysis in terms of how the findings can be
applied in practice. Based on the identified themes, the section aims to recommend
actions and highlight managerial implications regarding the introduction of AI in
the risk management process. The framework is presented in Table 6.1, 6.2 and
6.3, which state the themes of the study and motivates them in relation to relevant
aspects of the two frameworks the study uses, the DRMF and the MLP. Lastly, each
theme is addressed with a relevant set of actions and that are based on the previous
analysis and discussions.

Table 6.1: Framework of Managerial Implication: Risk Mitigation

Themes Challenges Recommended Actions

New risk factors

Horizon Screening: AI solutions entail a
considerable amount of non-financial risks.
Industry: The nature of AI brings increased
requirements on data security.
Niche: AI could be used as a tool by attackers.

- Prepare for the emergence of new risks by
educating the organization on the impact of AI
from a security perspective.
- Ensure that the data management
processes comply with GDPR and implement
comprehensive pseudonymization of data.
- Promote cooperation with other actors to
combat cyber threats.

Classification of
risks

Identification: Update required on current
processes to incorporate new sets of risks.
Assessment: Standardization of risk
categories will streamline the assessment
process.

- Conduct discussion forums to decide how
risks should be classified internally.
- Involve di↵erent perspectives and
competencies in the risk classification process.
- Use existing regulations such as the AI
Act to create policy documents for internal
categorization of risks.

Risk monitoring
Identification: Constant evolution of AI
products changes its outcome and consequently
set of risks.

- Review AI products periodically both during
and after development.

The results suggest that there are several changes caused by AI, related to risk
mitigation for the banking sector, as shown in Table 6.1. First, AI introduces a
new set of financial and non-financial risks, such as unintended bias, dual use cases
of AI products, and external manipulation of ML algorithms. Managers must be
aware of and educate their organizations on these new risks. The increased scope
will also lead to changes in actors’ risk classification processes. The results suggest
that discussion forums are a good way for organizations to decide how to classify
risks most e↵ectively since this can be done in di↵erent ways. It is essential to
include all relevant stakeholders during these discussions, to address all types of
risks. Lastly, the constantly evolving nature of AI products will lead to changes in
how the system is reviewed. Since the output of AI products constantly evolves, a
new part of the risk management process will be to periodically review the impact
of this output. Thus, managers should implement relevant processes to check how
the products evolve.
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Table 6.2: Framework of Managerial Implication: Expanded Processes

Themes Challenges Recommended Actions

Expanded
competencies

Horizon Screening: The increased impact of
AI expands the number of relevant stakeholders.
Assessment: Di↵erent types of expertise
are needed for a comprehensive requirements
analysis.
Industry: Lack of specialist competencies in
the organization can lead to a competitive
disadvantage.

- Create cross-functional teams that can view
risk management from di↵erent perspectives.
- Allocate an adequate amount of resources for
hiring both AI and cybersecurity specialists.

Expanded
knowledge

Identification: Increased complexity of
technology and regulations demands a deeper
understanding to identify risks.
Decision & Action: Managers must be aware
of the impact AI will have on all stakeholders.
Landscape: Expanded sector networks
and societal influences increase pressure on
organizations to use and understand
Industry: Overall awareness in the
organization regarding AI risks is needed
to ensure security.

- Incorporate legal personnel with knowledge
regarding GDPR, DORA and AI Act in the
identification process.
- Managers must take responsibility to
communicate with all stakeholders.
- Invest in educating the entire workforce to
raise awareness of risks.

Expanded
communication

Assessment: Gaps in communication can lead
to an incomplete risk assessment.
Decision & Action: The accuracy of
decision-makers can be improved through
better participation of colleagues.
Culture:Influx of new competencies
restructure relationships between departments.

- Develop standardized stories for each
department’s processes.
- Standardize the terminology within the
organization to minimize miscommunication.
- Focus on creating clear goals that can give
the organization a shared purpose.

The introduction of AI in the banking sector impacts and expands their processes,
as shown in Table 6.2. It means that more departments of the organization must be
involved, both during development and risk mitigation. From a risk management
perspective, new cross-functional teams must be developed. These should include
relevant legal, technical, financial, and managerial competencies that can present
risks from di↵erent perspectives. To create more e�cient teams, organizations are
recommended to prioritize competencies that are knowledgeable in both AI and
cybersecurity. The results identify a lack of knowledge regarding both cybersecurity
and AI within the banking sector. Besides investing in the relevant competencies,
managers should prioritize knowledge transfers between di↵erent competencies, such
as the legal and technical departments. Joint awareness seminars could be a good
way to communicate a clear vision of how AI should be viewed to all stakeholders.
Additionally, educational tools such as nano learning, guidebooks, and business
capability models are recommended to give the organization a cohesive view of
innovation and security. Another key aspect that the findings identify is the
importance of communication. The shared terminology used by organizations in
the banking sector has to adapt to the emergence of new competencies. The results
identify the development of standardized stories by each competency, in which their
perspective of the risk management and implementation is told, as a good way to
do this. The results also highlight the importance that managers can unlock a
willingness to learn from each other in cross-functional teams. Creating goals that
are anchored with the purpose of the team is shown to be one way to create genuine
interest in learning from each other.
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Table 6.3: Framework of Managerial Implication: Additional Implications

Themes Challenges Recommended Actions

Organizational
change

Horizon Screening: A wide range of
competencies is required to perform screening.
Culture: The benefits and development of AI
occur at separate parts of the organization that
have to collaborate.
Technology: Emergence of new FinTech
actors will influence the bank’s internal
processes.
Niche: Training glsAI models with quality
data require new data management processes.

- Implement vertical organizational integration.
- Focus on explaining to the organization why
the structure changes and involve the a↵ected
actors when deciding how the organization will
change.
- Prepare for the transition away from in-house
developed systems and assure regulatory
compliance of third-party developed software.
- Establish standardized data classification,
collection and management throughout the
organization.

Regulatory
compliance

Decision & Action: Knowledge
regarding regulatory compliance is vital
for decision-makers implementing AI.
Policy & Regulation: New regulations
could streamline compliance, but still requires
translation to be applicable in businesses.

- Strengthen the connection between internal
policies and compliance processes by integrating
the legal department in the development phase.
- Educate and prepare the organization for the
changes new regulations will cause.

Bias

Culture: The views and biases of the
organization will a↵ect the development of AI
models.
Niche: Bias in the AI can lead to defective and
discriminatory behavior and decision-making.

- Standardize a process for understanding how
and why developers of AI make biased decisions.
- Use unsupervised learning when possible to
mitigate bias.
- Use continuous monitoring of output to detect
bias as early as possible.

Besides changes to risk mitigation and the processes of the banking sector, there
are other implications managers must consider when implementing AI. These are
covered in Table 6.3. First, several of the actions already discussed will lead to
structural changes in terms of scope and interrelations of the organization. To
work e↵ectively with multiple di↵erent departments, such as sales and data science,
managers need to o↵er incentives that enable vertical organizational integration.
The results suggest that the relevant parts of the organization need to be involved
in the integration process for this to be successful. Otherwise, it is di�cult to
motivate why the changes are made and how it benefits the individual employee.
The findings also suggest that, since the third-party market for AI is becoming
more mature, due to increased knowledge and the PSD2 enabling Open Banking.
This leads to an increase in the scope of the organization, and actors must assure
that all their services comply with relevant regulations. Lastly, managing and
classifying data is suggested by the findings as a key process for obtaining good
quality data. Actors in the sector should work together to make data easier to share
both internally and externally, by standardizing the data classification processes.

Moving to the e↵ects of regulations on AI in banking, the results indicate
that it is di�cult to fully assess what is required in terms of compliance, if
the products are not designed with this in mind. To streamline the regulatory
compliance process and integrate data protection tools, the legal department should
work intertwined with the development team responsible for the AI solutions.
This is also true regarding the construction of internal policy documents, which
should be closely tied to the daily operations of the organization. Additionally, the
results find that, despite the overall positive view actors have on the emergence
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of new regulations, organizations are less aware of the actual scope and impact
they will have. To manage the expectations, both legal and non-legal departments
must be educated on the impact of regulations such as DORA and the AI Act.
Organizations also need to be educated on the impact their bias can have on AI
products. The results suggest that, while actors are aware that bias impacts the
development of AI, it is more di�cult to address how large this impact is. More
importantly, actors lack a standardized way of mitigating and understanding bias.
When possible, organizations should use unsupervised learning, but the results
show that this does not mitigate bias entirely. Combined with a standardized
process for educating the organization on the e↵ect of bias, it could be easier for
actors to review how slight alterations a↵ect the output.

6.4 Limitations of the Study

When discussing the limitations of the study, one aspect to consider is the theoretical
foundation. The study covers several extensive topics, such as transformation in
the banking sector, risk management, cybersecurity, and AI. While the study aims
to look at the various interactions between these topics, the literature review had to
present and explain each topic individually as well. However, there is a limitation
to how extensive the study could be due to time constrictions, meaning that there
is a risk that the study has not covered all relevant studies. While this risk could
have been mitigated by reducing the ambitious scope of the study, it would have
simultaneously defeated its purpose. The study purposely focuses on a wide range
of topics to uncover how they impact each other since that is the gap the study
aims to fill.

The sample of respondents is also a limitation due to similar reasons, as, the
primary data of the study is obtained from a limited number of interview objects
with di↵erent competencies, with certain categories of competencies only being
represented once. For instance, only one respondent, A4, had legal expertise as
their primary competency. To combat this specific case, the study has focused
on obtaining data about legal and regulatory issues from respondents that often
interact with their respective legal departments. However, to improve the study, a
larger sample of legal expertise would be recommended. Also, emphasis has been
put to obtain additional secondary data regarding some specific topics, to further
complement the certain lack of knowledge of the interviewees,
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7. Conclusion

In this chapter, the study is concluded. Also, the contributions of the study and
recommendations for future research are discussed.

This study has examined the impact of AI on risk management processes in
the banking sector. AI as a business tool is regarded relatively new, thus the
purpose of this study was to create an understanding for how actors of the
banking sector would have to adopt their processes to implement AI solutions.
To summarize, risk management of AI requires the inclusion of a wide range of
competencies, due to the technology’s complex nature. More specifically, it demands
personnel with knowledge of regulatory compliance, a high level of technical skill,
financial and bank-specific knowledge and leadership capabilities. To facilitate
the inclusion of perspectives, clear communication channels have to be established
through vertical integration between departments within the organization. Also,
it is advised to attempt standardizing the entire organizational terminology in
regards to AI. Furthermore, to streamline the risk management process, it is
recommended that the organization creates and continuously updates a system
for risk classification. This could be based on policies and regulations such as the
upcoming AI Act, as well as well-known risk classification models, for instance,
the categorization of financial and non-financial risks with further subcategories.
Lastly, the rise of new risk factors raises the knowledge requirements of managers
and other decision-makers. A comprehensive understanding of the implications and
e↵ects of decisions is needed, as many AI-driven solutions could pose adverse risks
to specific stakeholders such as the customers. An example would be biased and
discriminatory systems.

The emergence of AI solutions is concluded to a↵ect the risk management
processes of the banking sector in multiple ways. Using a MLP, the impacts from a
landscape level relate to how AI is perceived by both internal and external actors.
The acceptance of the innovation is dependent on having rigorous regulatory
demands and mitigating extensive errors in its decision-making. Also, there is a
general need to raise awareness on how training data for AI should be shared,
which requires a consensus in society on what data should be accessible. At a
regime level, it is up to each organization to identify how AI is viewed and create
a cohesive understanding of the impacts it will have. This will help mitigate the
unintended bias that is present during development and strengthen the connections
between internal policy documents and regulations. Having a standardized process
for translating regulations into daily activities will also help actors prepare for
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newly proposed regulations, aimed at AI and cybersecurity. The banking industry
is identified as having an increasing need for technical competencies, as the sector
focuses on RPA, meaning that a wider set of perspectives is needed during the risk
management process. Using AI solutions increases reliance on third-party actors,
for instance, to combat cyber threats and enable Open Banking applications,
consequently widening the scope of the organization. Using AI to improve internal
processes poses fewer risks compared to solutions involving customer interactions.
Furthermore, the importance of maintaining rigorous data, free from bias, demands
periodical revisions of the products’ output to be standardized.

The findings presented in this study provide a comprehensive understanding
of the current view on AI in the banking sector and its impact on the sector’s risk
management processes. While some findings can be found in previous literature, this
study summarizes and analyzes the e↵ects of AI specifically on the banking sector.
The study identifies connections between the innovation of AI and socio-technical
changes that are occurring in the sector from multiple perspectives. Furthermore,
these connections are categorized based on their appearance in a risk management
process. The resulting findings contribute to the literature by holistically explaining
how AI a↵ects a business’ security approach and risk management processes, filling
an identified gap in the literature.

AI as a business tool is rapidly becoming more prominent, and there are
similar gaps in the literature regarding how the e↵ects of AI on other sectors
besides banking. To gain a complete understanding of its e↵ects on society, future
studies would have to be conducted to complement the study’s findings. While
this study identifies several aspects of AI’s potential impact, these have not been
fully realized. To identify e↵ective risk mitigation actions, studies would have to
analyze the e↵ects of the recommended actions. For instance, once newly proposed
regulations such as DORA and the AI Act are implemented, the performance and
development of AI systems should be reviewed. By looking at the e↵ectiveness
of the recommended actions long-term, future studies would be able to validate
the results of this study. Lastly, the study has identified a set of themes that can
be further analyzed, such as a need for further communication and standardized
classification of risks. In-depth studies on these identified themes would lead to a
further understanding of the relationship between AI and the banking sector.
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A. Interview Questionnaire

• Tell us about yourself and what you work with. Do you have any experience
working with AI or ML?

– How have you contributed to the implementation of these AI solutions?

– Can you tell us more about how the implementation went?

– What skills were required?

– What challenges have there been around this work?

– What security risks have there been with these solutions AI?

– What types of control documents are used during an AI implementation?

– Do you develop your own or based on existing ones?

• What are the di↵erences in your opinion between AI-driven software and
non-AI-driven software from a security perspective?

• How does your process of identifying the risks of AI look like?

– How have you categorized the potential risks with these solutions?

– Is there a framework or standardized approach you used?

– How do you act to continuously update this categorization?

• How have you mitigated the risks associated with AI solutions?

• Are there specific frameworks/tools you use to facilitate implementation?

• What is your view on the categorization between financial and non-financial
risks?

• What financial / non-financial risks have you experienced in the banking
sector?

– How do you mitigate these?

– How do you separate between various non-technical risks, such as
operational risks or external circumstances?

• What policies/regulations do you adhere to in your work?

– What are the technical challenges of complying with regulations?

I
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– What are the organizational challenges of complying with regulations?

– How does the work look like to meet the regulations and policies?

– How have you developed the organization responsible for developing AI?

– Is there anything you would have done di↵erently?

• How do you think Open Banking can use AI?

• What is required to create incentives for the entire organization to work
towards AI implementation, even though it may replace oneself?

• Based on your experience, how do you think AI will be able to be used in the
banking sector within 5 years?

• How do you think your work will change within 5 years?

• Are there any questions you think that we should have asked or additional
comments you would like to make?

• Are there any questions you think that we should ask future respondents during
our study?
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